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FLASHBACK: INT. COMPUTER LAB - 1991

A little baby boy is being held by a woman in one arm, and 
the other hand is typing away on a keyboard. The room is 
filled with scholarly men all hanging over computers and 
chatting amongst each other.

WEBB (V.O.)
That’s me. Ever since I was a 
little tyke, computers have been my 
entire life.

The little boy at the age of one sits on the desk next to the 
screen studying his mom as she types away on a computer. 

A little boy at the age of three, blows out three candles on 
computer styled birthday cake. His mom and the scholarly men 
clap in excitement. Mom gives him a big hug and kiss.

WEBB (V.O.)
 See, my mom was one of the 
teachers who pretty much started 
the world wide web. Which, we now 
know as the internet. That’s how I 
got my name Webbsite Mosiac 
Gilfrey, or better known as, Webb. 
My mom always said that we were 
both a direct product of her. She 
always thought that was funny.

Four year old Web now at his own computer is integrated with 
the scholarly men creates his own kid’s websites on his 
computer. 

Six year old Webb diligently types way at some sophisticated 
code creating a video game.

WEBB (V.O.)
By the age of four I was running 
and designing websites. By six I 
designed my own video games.

An eleven year old Webb is working on three computers at a 
time, bouncing back and forth from one to the other.

He quickly stops and stares at the screen in amazement. The 
website says, “UrSpace”.

WEBB (V.O.)
By the time I was eleven the 
internet was really coming into 
it’s own. At the time there wasn’t 
anything I couldn’t do or build on 
a computer. 

(MORE)



Then a new website came out. A 
virtual friend website called, 
UrSpace. Everything would change 
after that day. Everything...I’m 
not sure for better or for worse...

PRESENT DAY

INT. NIGHT CLUB 

Loud club music plays as thousands of people dance in an 
enormous night club. WEBB, a nerdy skinny 18 year old kid, is 
doing a live interview to the camera with the club pumping in 
the background.

WEBB
(yelling over the crowd)

Hey everyone out there. I’m coming 
to you live from Club Webb. Where 
we just had the biggest e-rave 
party ever. So put your party hat 
on Mr. Guinness book, and come join 
us for my signature dance to 
commemorate this ground breaking 
night. 

Webb breaks into this ridiculously nerdy dance that you can 
only laugh at after witnessing. It’s a mix of a poorly done 
"robot" and Barbarino's chicken dance from Kotter.

After a few seconds of Webb’s dance the screen switches to a 
commercial with Webb on it.

At this point we cut out of the broadcast and see that Webb 
is actually in his bedroom with a green screen behind him. 
And everything was being shot from the camera in his 
computer.

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

He wipes the sweat off of his brow, pulls the green screen up 
from behind him, revealing several computers and monitors 
spanning the room of a typical nerdy teenager.

He sits down in his computer chair and swivels over to the 
computer, where his commercial is just ending. We catch the 
end of it.
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WEBB’S COMMERCIAL ON THE COMPUTER MONITOR

Webb’s commercial looks similar to the political commercials 
you see around election time. He’s sitting at his computer 
with patriotic banners going across the screen around him 
saying, “Make Webb the #1 UrSpace Friend Leader. Be Part of 
Internet History, be Webb’s Friend Today!” 

WEBB
(on the screen)

Be a part of history. Be my virtual 
UrSpace friend today...”

BACK TO WEBB’S BEDROOM

His commercial page turns off and the screen goes to a 
UrSpace Friends Leader Board. Webb’s name is just going from 
the number two spot to the number one, with well over 20 
million friends. 

On the page is also a counter of how many viewers are 
watching at that time, that number is over half a million 
live viewers. 

His name starts to blink on the leader board.  His name goes 
to the top, he’s the number one UrSpace Friend leader in the 
world.

Webb gleams with happiness. He hits a button on his computer 
and the song, “Mama Said Knock You Out” comes blaring from 
the computer speakers. Webb starts to do a corny celebration  
dance which is hybrid of Prince dancing and Rocky Balboa 
running up the stairs doing that punching dance. 

Before Webb can even finish his victory dance his computer 
makes a beeping noise and his names starts blinking.

He’s quickly overtaken as the UrSpace Friend leader by “Schlo-
Mo”.

Webb holds his breath in frustration. He turns bright red and 
lets out a big yell.

Webb types on the keyboard. Schlo-Mo’s UrSpace page pops up.

ON WEBB’S COMPUTER

Schlo-Mo doing an interview in front of what looks to be an 
even bigger night club with thousands of people dancing 
behind him. 
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SCHLO-MO
If your just tuning in to Club 
Schlo-Mo. We’ve just crushed the 
record for the biggest live E-Rave 
party ever. Now, we’re going to be 
giving away ten brand new Mac G6 
desk tops, and get this...a brand 
new green friendly, smart car, 
brought to you by tonight’s 
sponsor, Apple. 

Schlo-Mo breaks into a much cooler, funnier dance, almost 
mocking Webb’s dance.

BACK TO WEBB’S ROOM

Webb is smashing his keyboard with his fist, it shatters 
everywhere. He stops for a second and realizes he doesn’t 
have a keyboard. In a bit of a panic he quickly goes into a 
drawer where there’s a stack of new keyboards and pulls one 
out and hooks it up. Tosses the broken keyboard under his 
bed. It joins a graveyard of others.

He peruses through Schlo-Mo’s club. 

ON WEBB’s COMPUTER

-Real people dancing in their bedrooms by themselves. 

-Avatars(virtual people) dancing and grinding with each 
other.

-Avatars making out on couches.

A real girl pops up on the screen.

REAL GIRL
Club Schlo-Mo is the coolest place 
to go on Friday nights. I just e-
danced with a total hottie for an 
hour, and... I just won a new 
computer. Thanks Schlo-Mo. Your 
parties rock! I’ll see you in the 
virtual seven minutes to heaven 
room later.

An instant message pops up on Webb’s computer. It says, 
“Webb, is that you? You having a good time? Schlo-Mo.”

BACK TO WEBB’S ROOM

Webb’s eyes light up. He quickly quits out of the club.
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INT. SCLO-MO’S BEDROOM

Schlo-Mo is sitting at his computer eating Doritos in his 
robe with a ‘Milf Hunter’ T-shirt underneath. On his screen, 
his avatar is in the virtual seven minutes to heaven room 
making out with the real girl’s avatar. 

SCHLO-MO
(talking to the avatars)

Let me put my hand up your skirt. 
Let me...Let me...

His avatar puts his hand up the avatar girl’s skirt.

SCHLO-MO
Slut! These Jersey girls are just 
handing it out.

Schlo-Mo goes back to munching on some Doritos, he types a 
few keys, on his screen pops up a live video feed of Webb.

The feed is coming from directly behind Webb from some type 
of hidden camera.

FLASHBACK - 7 years ago

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

A young Webb sits at his computer gleaming at his monitor. It 
says, “The number one UrSpace friend leader, Webb”.

A knock at the door startles Webb. 

MOM
(off screen)

Sweetie you got a package. Leaving 
it outside your door.

WEBB
(whining)

I’m busy mom!

Webb opens the package. It’s a plug in trophy/clock that has 
a big “#1 UrSpace Friend Leader”, on top of it. 

Inscribed it says, “Webb, you’ll always be my number one 
UrSpace friend leader”. 

There’s a note with a picture. The note says, “Dear Webb, My 
name is Kandy with a K, and I’m your number one fan.” 
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INT. SCLO-MO’S BEDROOM

A young Schlo-Mo in a robe with a ‘Beans, Beans, Make You 
Smart.’, T-shirt on, is handwriting the letter that Webb just 
received. 

SCHLO-MO (V.O.)
(as he writes)

Actually. I’m not just your biggest 
fan. I’m deeply and madly in love 
with you. 

(laughing as he writes)
I love watching you do your shows, 
watching you talk, and especially 
love watching you dance. You are 
the sexiest dancer I’ve ever seen. 
Your moves are on whole different 
level then anyone in the world. 
Will you please plug in this alarm 
clock trophy where I can see it 
when you do your dances. It would 
make me so hot for you. Also, would 
you consider being my boyfriend. 
You can contact me at 
webbsgirl@hotmail.com to give me an 
answer. Love always and forever, 
Kandy with a K.

Laughing hysterically, he takes out lipstick and puts it on. 
Kisses the letter leaving a kiss mark and sprays some perfume 
on it.

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb picks up the trophy alarm clock and puts it right behind 
him and plugs it in.

He’s staring at the alarm clock/trophy looking directly into 
the camera.

INT. SCHLO-MO’S BEDROOM

Schlo-Mo is watching Webb on his computer and eating his 
Doritos.

Webb’s face is huge across the screen because he’s looking 
directly into the camera. He backs off and starts doing his 
dance in celebration.

Schlo-Mo shakes his head at how pathetic Webb is.
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INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb is looking at the letter like he’s in love with it. He 
smells it like a little school girl in love for the first 
time. Picks up the picture, which is obviously of a model 
from out of a magazine. He smuckers up to the lipstick marks 
on the letter and starts making out with the letter.

INT. SCHLO-MO’S BEDROOM

Schlo-Mo squirms as he watches Webb on the computer make out 
with the lipstick on the letter. 

BACK TO THE PRESENT

INT. SCLO-MO’S BEDROOM

Schlo-Mo eats his Doritos and watches Webb on his spy cam. 

WEBB ON SCHLO-MO’S COMPUTER

Webb is in his room holding his breath. He lets out a big 
breath and starts to stress out and talk to himself.

WEBB
(talking to himself)

You gotta get a hold of yourself 
Webb. You’re a former number one 
UrSpace friend leader.

He breaks into his patented Webb dance.

WEBB
You the man. You the man...

Schlo-Mo starts cracking up as he’s watching Webb, he laughs 
a little too hard and accidently chokes a bit on his Doritos.

Webb starts to type on his computer, as he types, the same 
thing appears on Schlo-Mo’s computer screen.

Webb’s typing on the screen, “Strategies to make Schlo-Mo 
look bad on TV tonight: 1. Talk about my new friend 
membership based movie download.” 

INT. JIMMY KIMMEL SHOW

Jimmy Kimmel is sitting at his usual desk. Celebrities are 
sitting next to him. 
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JIMMY KIMMEL
My next guest is someone that we’ve 
had on several times. And...quite a 
unique guest.

Webb pops up on a video screen next to Jimmy.

WEBB
(on the video screen)

Hey Jimmy...good to see you again.

JIMMY KIMMEL
Webb...great to have you on. For 
those at home that aren’t familiar 
with Webb. He’s been battling for 
the past seven years in one of the 
biggest rivalries since, Celtics-
Lakers, Redsox-Yankees, Ali and 
Frazier. And all for the coveted...

The drums roll.

JIMMY KIMMEL
(sarcastically)

...The number one UrSpace friend 
leader title. With over 20 million 
virtual friends, he’s said to have 
more influence than the Pope.

WEBB
That’s right Jimmy.

JIMMY KIMMEL
How many times have you, and I 
won’t mention the other person’s 
name, gone back and forth for the 
number one spot in the last seven 
years?

WEBB
As of last night. I’ve had the 
number one spot four thousand and 
ninety seven times.

JIMMY KIMMEL
Wow...so it goes back and forth 
several times a day between you 
two? That’s gotta be taking a toll 
on you?

WEBB
It’s not easy...but that’s what 
makes a true champion, Jimmy... 
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You gotta battle back every day 
like it’s your last.

JIMMY KIMMEL
Being the number one computer nerd 
in the world has done pretty well 
for you. You have a few big 
sponsors, you do commercials, and 
your a frequent on the talk show 
circuit. But, my big question is... 
when was the last time you went 
outside or... on a date?

WEBB
Jimmy... for the most part haven’t 
left my room in seven years...I’m a 
number one UrSpace friend leader. 
That’s a lot of responsibility. And 
let me tell ya. You can do a lot 
sexually on the internet that you 
could never do in reality. 
Believe... me.

Jimmy just can’t stop laughing as he shakes his head.

JIMMY KIMMEL
Sure, okay...So who’s number one at 
this moment?

WEBB
...He is. But not for long.

JIMMY KIMMEL
Well...funny you say that. I 
happened to have a little bit of 
surprise for you.

A lady wheels out another video screen and puts it next to 
the one that Webb’s on. Schlo-Mo pops up on the screen. 

SCHLO-MO
Jimmy, how you doing? 

(to Webb)
Not for long huh?

JIMMY KIMMEL
(introducing)

Ladies and gentlemen. The number 
one UrSpace friend leader, Schlo-
Mo.

SCHLO-MO
Jimmy, can you put the UrSpace 
leader board up?
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JIMMY KIMMEL
Yup...

Another lady pulls out another video screen, on it, the 
UrSpace Friend Leader board.

SCHLO-MO
Jimmy, I’m going to launch my 
newest addition to my UrSpace 
Kingdom, live on national TV. Get 
this, for a limited time, if you’re 
already a friend of mine, or if you 
would like to be a friend of mine. 
You can go on my page and download 
the hit movie of the summer...”Big 
Mama Saves the World From a 
Catastrophe, Again!”. A week... 
before it’s released on dvd.

On the UrSpace friend board. Schlo-Mo’s friend numbers start 
skyrocketing and Webb’s basically stay the same.

JIMMY KIMMEL
Don’t you have one more surprise 
for us?

A little box car covered in monitor screens and speakers 
comes driving out on Jimmy’s stage. On the monitors on the 
outside of the car is a live video feed of Schlo-Mo. 

SCHLO-MO
(on the car’s screen)

Schlo-Mo is now making live guest 
appearances baby!

Jimmy laughs.

JIMMY KIMMEL
What is this little contraption?

SCHLO-MO
My little friends over at Apple put 
this together for me. It’s an 
electric car rigged with a fully 
functioning mobile computer 
network. And, it’s totally green. 
So you gotta plug me in.

JIMMY KIMMEL
Wow...Webb, I think it’s your turn. 
What do you got for us?
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SCHLO-MO
(interrupting)

Jimmy...Jimmy...I was serious. You 
gotta plug me in, man. I’m running 
out of juice here.

JIMMY KIMMEL
(laughing)

Can someone plug him in...Webb, 
what you got for us?

Someone runs out and plugs in Schlo-Mo’s car.

WEBB
(embarrassed)

Well... if you join as one of my 
friends with in the hour, you can 
upload the first ten minutes of the 
summer hit,”Big Mama Saves the 
World From a Catastrophe, Again!”.

Jimmy cringes at the offer.

JIMMY KIMMEL
That’s...nice. 

The attention goes to Schlo-Mo.

JIMMY KIMMEL
So Schlo-Mo...Why don’t you step 
out of this little contraption and 
let the audience at home get a real 
live look at you?

In the background Webb is pathetically doing his signature 
dance. No one pays attention to him, so he turns off his 
screen.

SCHLO-MO
I don’t think you understand. If I 
leave my computer network, my 
empire could crumble. I’m only one 
man. 

JIMMY KIMMEL
Let me ask you, have you heard 
about this new UrSpace sensation 
Charla Champagne? She’s gaining 
friends at a record pace.

SCHLO-MO
Just another hack Jimmy. How many 
in the past have tried to compete 
and have failed miserably.
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JIMMY KIMMEL
She’s really hot though.

SCHLO-MO
Yeah...but I’m friggn’ brilliant.

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb angrily types in something and pounds the send button.

On the screen pops up a secretary filing her nails.

BALSTEIN’S SECRETARY
Agent Balstein’s office...Webb, 
what can I do for ya?

WEBB
Patch me through.

BALSTEIN’S SECRETARY
Everything okay?

WEBB
(frustrated)

Patch me through.

BALSTEIN’S SECRETARY
I’ll see if he’s available.

On the screen pops up a balding guy in his late forties. He’s 
in a hot tub smoking a cigar and sipping on a scotch. Two hot 
chicks hidden behind him are massaging his shoulders.

AGENT BALSTEIN
Webb...what did I say about calling 
after midnight? 

WEBB
(yelling)

Did you know that Schlo-Mo was 
going to be on the show tonight?

AGENT BALSTEIN
Simmer down there little buddy. I 
did know that he was going to be on 
the show the same night. But, I did 
not know that you two would be on 
at the same time. 

(pause)
I thought it went well though. You 
looked great. You been working out?
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WEBB
What? I have been doing push-ups... 
But that’s not the issue! What do 
you mean it went well? I looked 
like an idiot.

A girl in the background pops her head around.

GIRL IN BACKGROUND
Hey Webb.

AGENT BALSTEIN
(turning)

Did I tell you to stop massaging? 
Did I?

The girl cowers back.

AGENT BALSTEIN
Webb my little buddy. I know what’s 
good for you. That’s why I’m the 
big dog, the Alpha of internet 
stars. Who got you the first 
international internet contract 
deal...? I did baby! Balstein knows 
internet clients. 

WEBB
Hey...do you know anything about 
this Charla Champagne? 

AGENT BALSTEIN
Never heard of her. Look...I gotta 
run. Keep up the good work.

WEBB
I really just need you to 
promise...

(he’s cut off)

Webb sits for a second in calm. Then throws his keyboard on 
the floor and jumps on it.

KNOCK, KNOCK, Webb stops.

WEBB’S MOM
Honey...is everything okay in 
there? Do you need someone to talk 
to sweetie?

WEBB
I’m fine Mom! Just leave me alone. 
I’m working!
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WEBB’S MOM
Have fun, I’m leaving cookies and 
some Sunny D by the door.

WEBB
Leave!

CUT TO:

Webb is putting together his keyboard as he eats his cookies 
and drinks Sunny D.

Webb, in his Star Trek pajamas is laying in his bed looking 
up at the ceiling. We see that he has a computer monitor up 
on the ceiling.

He clicks a little pillow mouse. The UrSpace leader board 
pops up. He’s second to Schlo-Mo.

His facial expression instantly turns to sad.

He clicks his pillow, on the screen, we see the words, “Auto 
Pilot Computer Activated”. He clicks and the lights go off.

INT. HOTEL ROOM

Schlo-Mo’s mobile computer car is parked in the middle of the 
hotel room.

INSIDE THE MOBILE COMPUTER CAR

SCHLO-MO
I need you guys to come up with an 
original design for once. I want my 
UrSpace page to be cooler then 
anything out there. And I want it 
done by tomorrow. Can you do that?

We see on the screen that Schlo-Mo is talking to a group of 
ten Idonesian men who are stuffed into a small shanty shack 
full of computers. 

The poorly dressed men sit on a dirt covered floor just 
staring at the screen.

SCHLO-MO
I swear to god. If you ass 
backwards third country Indonesians 
decline one more new friend by 
mistake, I’ll hire Filipinos...I 
said I never would. They might cost 
me two bags of rice more. 
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But I’ll do it. I swear I will. You 
got it? Do you comprende? 

The guys all just sit there staring at the screen, a chicken 
runs by, one of the men gets up and chases the chicken. 

Schlo-Mo sighs.

SCHLO-MO
Do you understand!?

INDONESIAN MAN
We...do...good...for...work...you..

In the background the chicken and the man chasing it run by. 

Schlo-Mo frustrated, clicks off the screen. 

He clicks, and the UrSpace Leader board comes up. He’s in the 
lead over Webb still. He smiles, and pulls a comforter over 
himself, clicks, the lights dim, only a faint visual of a 
virtual elf stripper dancing can be seen on the screen, 
acting as a night light.

SCHLO-MO
(to himself)

Good night sweet elf stripper...

INT. WEBB’S BATHROOM - MORNING

Webb is sitting on the toilet, in front of him are two 
computers. Jovially he types away on the two keyboards.

INT. SCLO-MO’S BEDROOM - MORNING

Schlo-Mo sit’s in his robe, in front of his computer staring 
at a live video feed of himself on the screen like it’s a 
mirror. He tilts his head looking at his hair, then pulls his 
mousse filled hand up to his hair and spreads the mousse 
throughout his hair. He tinkers with it for a bit. Then stops 
and looks at himself again posing.

He clicks his mouse, and on the computer screen next to him 
comes up a life size picture of himself, he compares his 
current hair, to that of the picture on the screen next to 
him. He then re-adjusts his hair to the picture.
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INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM - MORNING

Webb sits at his computers in a suit with a bib on eating 
breakfast. He has a bowl of fruit, yogurt, and orange juice 
in front of him.

He eats very carefully and properly.

INT. SCLO-MO’S BEDROOM - MORNING

Schlo-Mo sits in a torn up T-shirt that says, “Cougar 
Party!”. He’s eating Doritos and drinking Jolt. A majority of 
the Doritos are on his shirt. He’s a mess, but doesn’t seem 
to care. 

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM - MORNING

Webb in a meditative like state takes a few deep breaths and 
then clicks his mouse.

WEBB
I’m ready.

On the screen next to his, a single man in a little office 
talks on the screen.

MAN ON THE SCREEN
Webb, let’s do the close-up one 
more time, and then that’s a wrap. 
Go to one. 

Webb wheels back in his chair away from his computer.

MAN ON THE SCREEN
Action!

Webb comes wheeling and spinning in on his chair, as he makes 
it to the computer, he grabs the mouse and speaks.

WEBB
When I use my Easy Glide mouse, it 
makes my long days on the computer 
just glide by. I’m Webb, a UrSpace 
friend leader of the world, and I 
wouldn’t use anything other then 
the Easy Glide mouse. So why would 
you?
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MAN ON THE SCREEN
That’s a wrap...Awesome job Webb. 
We’re on for next month for the 
Easy Glide computer chair. Talk to 
you then.

The man on the screen clicks off. Webb takes a big breath in 
relief, then takes his Easy Glide mouse and tosses it in a 
trash can. In the trash can is a bunch of other computer 
gimmick devices.

INT. SCLO-MO’S BEDROOM

Schlo-Mo sits eating his chips carefree. He’s sitting in 
front of a green screen.

SCHLO-MO
Can we get this over with? I’m in a 
virtual golf tournament with Tiger 
Woods in 20 minutes. I frigg’n 
crushed him last time.

On the screen next to him is a board room full of suits. The 
man at the head of the table talks.

MAN AT THE HEAD
Mr. Goodwin. Can you do it a little 
more positive this time?

SCHLO-MO
Whatever dude. And... action.

Schlo-Mo is typing away on his computer.

SCHLO-MO
When I’m on my Mac computers, 
they’re so fast, it’s like everyone 
else is in slow motion. I’m Schlo-
Mo, the UrSpace Friend leader of 
the world. And I only use Mac 
computers.

On one of the monitors. You see two hot girls in bikinis, who 
are green screened in, lean in and kiss Schlo-Mo on the 
cheek. He smiles.

SCHLO-MO
It’s good to be Schlo-Mo, and... 
it’s great to use Mac Computers.

He winks and grabs a bag of Doritos from off screen.
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SCHLO-MO
That’s all the magic I got today 
boys. 

MAN AT THE HEAD
We just need one more...

Schlo-Mo clicks and cuts the man off as he’s talking. Picks 
up a small version of a golf club out of a miniature bag of 
clubs. 

On the Screen, pops up Agent Balstein. He’s in sauna getting 
massaged by two girls, drinking a scotch, and smoking a 
cigar.

SCHLO-MO
What?

AGENT BALSTEIN
That’s how you greet the agent who 
gets you whatever you want?

SCHLO-MO
I got a virtual golf tournament in 
five minutes with Tiger Woods, and 
he doesn’t wait for anybody. So 
make this snappy.

AGENT BALSTEIN
Watch it Schlo-Mo...I just got a 
call from our friends over at 
Apple. They said you didn’t fulfill 
contractual obligations.

SCHLO-MO
Balls, I know my contracts better 
than you do. I fulfilled it. 
Look...I pay you all that extra 
money to take extra good care of 
me. So do it.

AGENT BALSTEIN
I really need you to be nicer to...

(cut off)

Schlo-Mo hangs up on him. The BEEP, BEEP noise starts. It 
says Agent Balstein on the screen. Schlo-Mo laughs and clicks 
on the ignore button and takes a practice swing with his 
miniature golf club. 

SCHLO-MO
(excited)

Time to show Tiger what’s up.
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INT. THE SOUP SHOW - LATER

Joel Mchale is on the screen of his TV show. Webb is up on 
the TV screen next to him.

JOEL
So Webb. Thanks for virtually 
coming on our show.

WEBB
My pleasure.

JOEL
We have a clip of you on Jimmy 
Kimmel’s show last night. 

The clip plays. It’s Jimmy and Schlo-Mo talking, with Webb in 
the background, he is pathetically doing his dance.

JOEL
Ouch!  That Schlo-Mo seemed to pull 
one over on you.

WEBB
Not this time Joel Mchale. I got 
something new that’s going to blow 
UrSpace away.

JOEL
I hate to break it to you. But, 
Schlo-Mo sent in a recording for 
us.

The recording plays. It’s Schlo-Mo up on the screen, he’s 
wearing a robe with a T-shirt underneath that says, “Fat Kids 
Win at See Saw”.

SCHLO-MO
(recorded video)

Joel, huge fan of your show. I 
wanta release a little tidbit of 
information that I got from an 
inside source. My UrSpace 
competitor, Webb... has a little 
skeleton in his closet. He does not 
know who his real dad is.

Schlo-Mo cuts off.

Webb looks completely flabbergasted.

JOEL
Any comment on that?
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WEBB
(flustered)

No...no comment.

FLASHBACK - 18 YEARS AGO

STAR TREK CONVENTION: AT THE BAR

Webb’s mom is sitting at the bar. Several Trekkies fill the 
bar conversing. She is dressed normally and cuddling up too 
two fellow Klingons. She’s clearly intoxicated as she starts 
making out with the two Klingons at once.

HOTEL ROOM AT CONVENTION - LATER

The two Klingons, still dressed up are under the covers with 
Webb’s mom. They’re getting it on.

WEBB’S MOM
(in the heat of passion)

Give it to me good you naughty 
Chewbaccas!

Both the Klingons stop making out with her and start talking 
back and forth in Klingon. What they are saying will be 
subtitled.

KLINGON #1
(subtitled)

Did that bitch really just call us 
Chewbaccas?

KLINGON #2
(subtitled)

We don’t look anything like stupid 
Chewbaccas.

KLINGON #1
(subtitled)

I don’t think she’s into Star Trek 
at all. She’s a fake.

KLINGON #2
(subtitled)

Should we get out of here?

KLINGON #1
(subtitled)

Are you friggn’ crazy. 
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Maybe we should start going to Star 
Wars conventions if they pull this 
kind of ass.

WEBB’S MOM
Will you Chewbaccas stop your 
yapping and give it to me. Don’t 
make me call Han Solo up in here.

Klingon #2 makes the Chewbacca yelling noise and Klingon #1 
joins in doing the same. They then continue to go at it with 
Webb’s Mom again.

BACK TO THE SOUP SHOW

Webb is on the screen speechless. Two guys dressed as 
Klingons come running out and start humping Joel Mchale. 
Schlo-Mo pops up on the screen.

SCHLO-MO
Webb’s dad is one of the two 
Klingons that his mom slept with at 
the 1991 Philadelphia Star Trek 
Convention. But, they were both 
masked and identities are unknown. 
It’s all on his birth certificate.

On the screen pops up Webb’s birth certificate. Under father, 
it says, “One of the two masked Klingons at the 1991 Star 
Trek Convention in Philadelphia.”

Schlo-Mo gives an evil smirk.

SCHLO-MO
So...to all Webb’s fans. I’m giving 
him an official Klingon name...

(says it like a Klingon 
name, lot’s of throaty 
noises)

Menoknowwhomedadyismecryalotta.
(pause)

Bye Joel...

Schlo-Mo’s screen goes off.

JOEL
Webb...I got one thing to say to 
you.

Joel looks up and grasp his fist toward the air in rage, 
imitating the classic moment from Star Trek II, “The Wrath of 
Kahn”.
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JOEL
(yelling in agony)

Schlo-Mo...

The two guys dressed up as Klingons run in and start humping 
Joel again.

JOEL
(laughing as he gets 
humped)

By the way. What do you guys think 
of this new Charla champagne? I 
heard her numbers are climbing like 
crazy, and she’s smoking hot.

Webb ignores him because his attention is brought to his 
screen, his eyes light up. He types in a few things as Joel 
Mchale is sitting there waiting. Webb looks up with a smile.

JOEL MCHALE
Are you there?

WEBB
Joel...I’m quite proud of my 
Klingon roots. So much, that I’ve 
been given a recurring role on the 
new season of Star Trek the Final 
Quest. And...If you join as one of 
my friends. You will be the first 
ones to see the sneak previews and 
behind the scenes, that will be 
exclusive to only my UrSpace 
Friends.

(smiles)
Gotta go Joel.

Webb clicks off the show and stares at his screen.

His UrSpace Friend numbers start skyrocketing through the 
roof. A BEEPING noise starts to sound. Webb is the new 
UrSpace friend leader. He smiles and clicks the mouse. “Momma 
Said Knock You Out”, starts blaring throughout the room. Webb 
starts doing a victory dance.

INT. SCLO-MO’S BEDROOM

Schlo-Mo is sleeping in his computer chair. He has a bag of 
Doritos on his lap, and crumbs all down his shirt. A chip is 
half in, half out of his mouth. A BEEPING noise wakes him up.

Startled by the noise, he bites down on the chip, the half 
inside his mouth he bites down on, he chokes on it. He sees 
that the noise is he’s not the UrSpace Friend leader anymore. 
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He’s shocked, he types on the keyboard discovering that Webb 
has embraced his Klingon roots. He sighs.

SCHLO-MO
Oh Webb...what am I going to do 
with you?

He instantly starts eating Doritos again.

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb is doing a show. The green screen is pulled down. The 
screen next to him shows how it would look during the actual 
broadcasting on the internet. 

He’s just getting done his signature dance. The background 
behind him changes. Logo and Graphics come up on the screen, 
the text says, “Webb’s Daily Nerdy News Show”. After the 
opening,  a chess game is green screened behind him.

WEBB
In today’s nerd top news. The 
annual world chess championship is 
taking place in Russia. No American 
player has placed top ten since the 
American made computer was unbeaten 
in 1987, which later was found to 
be made in China. Big shocker. 
Well...go Americans.

A Metal Gear video game plays behind him.

WEBB
Just off the hot press. The new 
Metal Gear game will be released in 
the fall. The creator finally 
decided it was time to come out of 
retirement. The interactive 
technology of this new series is 
supposed to be well beyond any of 
the gaming technology out there.

(interrupted by a BEEP)

BEEP, BEEP...Webb glances over to the other screen. He’s 
completely thrown off.

WEBB
(stammering)

I’m...going to...need to postpone 
this Nerdy News Show... to a later 
time.

Webb, in complete awe just stares at the screen.
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INT. SCLO-MO’S BEDROOM

Schlo-Mo just sits doing the same as Webb. His jaw is 
practically sitting on the keyboard as he looks at something 
on the screen.

On his screen pops up a UrSpace instant message. “How did you 
pull this one off? I’m overly impressed. Webb.”

Schlo-Mo sits looking at the screen and thinking about the 
message. He writes back.

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb reads on his screen, “Oh no...touche my friend, this is 
well beyond anything you’ve ever pulled off. You’re bringing 
your A-game. How’d ya do it?, Schlo-Mo”

Webb sits there puzzled by the response. As he does. The 
BEEPING noise sounds.

IN UNISON - Webb and Schlo-Mo both look at the UrSpace Leader 
board screen. 

The leader’s numbers just keep going up and up, way beyond 
Webb’s and Schlo-Mo’s. The new leaders name is Charla 
Champagne.

IN UNISON - Webb and Schlo-Mo both click on Charla 
Champagne’s UrSpace Page.

Charla, a smoking hot Latino girl in a bikini, is in a giant 
shower all soaped up, behind her is a bunch of other hot 
girls in bikinis, who are lathering each other up. Charla 
speaks like a airhead socialite badly reading off a 
teleprompter. 

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
(sounding ditsy)

Hey all my viewers out there. 
Thanks for watching us get all 
soapy and talk about what girls 
want when it comes to making out. 
See ya later. Tune into my show 
tomorrow night.

IN UNISON - Webb and Schlo-Mo both click through the internet 
investigating this new Charla Champagne.

Headlines: “Charla Champagne, the New Face of UrSpace. Over 
20 million friends in a matter of weeks”.

Headlines: “New Internet Beauty Revolutionizes the Web”. 
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Headlines: “Charla Champagne, tight Body and awesome curves 
could be the new ‘Cristal’ of the Internet”.

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb is looking at the headlines, as live video of Schlo-Mo 
pops up on his screen.

SCHLO-MO
(on the screen)

Hey little buddy.

WEBB
I’m not your buddy.

SCHLO-MO
(on the screen)

Calm down little buddy. I just want 
to let you know that I can finally 
let you be. Looks like I got some 
real competition to deal with now.

WEBB
(in rebuttal)

Oh yeah...I think I’m going to have 
to let you go. Because it looks 
like I got some real competition 
for once. So there...

SCHLO-MO
(on the screen)

You’re such dweeb.

WEBB
(excited)

Oh...it’s on...like popcorn...with 
the butter!

Schlo-Mo just shakes his head and clicks off his screen.

WEBB
That’s what I thought...

INT. CHARLA CHAMPAGNE’S HOT TUB ROOM - NEXT NIGHT

Charla Champagne looks directly into the camera as she hits 
the record button. She’s in a little bikini all oiled up, she 
walks over to a hot tub full of other hot chicks in bikinis.

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
(sounding ditsy)

Hi...I’m Charla Champagne. 
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If this is the first time you’ve 
tuned into my show. Let me tell you 
a little about me. I’m your new 
UrSpace Hottie. If you haven’t 
already, become one of my millions 
of friends. Do it now! So you can 
see  me and my sexy girlfriends get 
wild and crazy. Today we’re going 
to show you at home the proper way 
to give your friends, or 
girlfriends a massage. Remember, if 
you wanta watch us any further, 
you’re going to have to join as one 
of my friends now...

The girls in the back grab bottles of oil and start pouring 
it on each other. The screen scrambles and says, “Must join 
as Charla Champagne’s UrSpace friend to view any further”.

INT. SCLO-MO’S BEDROOM

Schlo-Mo’s eyes are glued to the screen. He instantly hits 
the, ”Join as Charla’s Friend”, button.

SCHLO-MO
(astonished)

Oh my god....you can’t rub lotion 
there. Oh my god.

Schlo-Mo leans back in his chair in amazement.

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb is looking at the screen with his hand shaking on his 
mouse, trying not to hit the button. The video on the screen 
is blurred with text on it saying, “Must join as Charla 
Champagne’s UrSpace friend to view any further”.

Webb sits cringing, trying not to hit the button. Even though 
he hasn’t subscribed, he can still make out a little of 
what’s going on, he can hear the girls. “Oh yeah...rub 
there...Deeper...Oh my god that feels so......good.”

Webb hits the button.

Two of the girls are rubbing oil on Charla Champagnes inner 
thighs. She’s moaning a little as she speaks.

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
(sounding ditsy)

As you can see. 
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Not only are they rubbing the 
lotion close enough to my sensitive 
areas, but, they are also doing a 
deep muscular massage. Boys at 
home, mmmmm... not only are you 
going to get your girly all hot, 
but you’re also actually giving a 
massage. Oh my god that feels good.  

(pause)
That’s it for our show. Tell your 
friends about tomorrow’s show. Me 
and the girls will be showing you 
the different types of lingerie,  
on a trampoline of course. Good 
night, and remember...drink 
Pepsi... 

A Pepsi commercial comes on.

INT. HOT TUB

Charla and a bunch of her hot girl friends are wearing 
bikinis in a hot tub. 

The girls are all in slow motion drinking their Pepsi’s. But 
instead of it going in there mouths, most of it goes pouring 
all over there bodies.

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
(sounding ditsy)

When me and my girls are being the 
number one UrSpace friend leaders 
of the world. We like to drink cold 
and refreshing...Pepsi, and diet 
Pepsi. It’s cold and refreshing 
taste is what makes us and our 
show...so hot. So please, be hot 
like us, and drink cold and 
refreshing Pepsi. I’m Charla 
Champagne, the UrSpace Friend 
leader, and I drink Pepsi.

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

WEBB
She got Pepsi?

Webb puts his head back in concern and holds his breath until 
his face turns red.
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INT. SCLO-MO’S BEDROOM

Schlo-Mo rewinds Charla’s show. It’s the part when the girls 
are rubbing her inner thighs, and the one girl gets too close 
to her va-jay-jay, and makes Charla jump.

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
(on the show)

Whoa...too close.

Schlo-Mo rewinds it two more times and watches it. He sits 
back in his chair in concern.

SCHLO-MO
(concerned)

I got some competition.

INT. JIMMY KIMMEL SHOW - LATER

Webb and Schlo-Mo are up on screens at the Jimmy Kimmel Show.

JIMMY KIMMEL
So...it appears that your rivalry 
is finally coming to an end after 
seven long years. The hot new mega 
star Charla Champagne came out of 
nowhere and crushed you guys.

The crowd goes crazy at the sound of Charla’s name.

JIMMY KIMMEL
Wow...they really love her. Do you 
guys love Charla Champagne!

The crowd goes even crazier. “Charla! Charla! Charla!”

JIMMY KIMMEL
Okay...okay. Let’s get back to the 
question at hand. Looks like your 
legacy of being internet rivals is 
over. What’s next?

SCHLO-MO
Jimmy... This little buddy and I.

(Interrupted)

WEBB
...Don’t call me that.

SCHLO-MO
Excuse me...Our rivalry may be 
over. 
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But, me and Charla’s has just 
begun. I have some great stuff up 
my sleeves to come.

JIMMY KIMMEL
It’s funny that you mention her 
name.

(pause)
Ladies and gentlemen. 

(yelling)
Charla Champagne...

Charla, laying on a big king sized heart shaped bed is rolled 
out by six other really hot chicks in bikinis. She’s waving 
like she’s in a beauty pageant.

The crowd roars at her entrance.

JIMMY KIMMEL
Ladies and gents. The one, the 
only, the gorgeous hottie internet 
sensation. Charla Champagne.

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
Hey Jimmy, wanta come snuggle?

Jimmy wastes no time and jumps right in the bed with her.

The crowd goes wild as Jimmy and Charla spoon.

JIMMY KIMMEL
Show’s over. Everybody has to go 
home. Now!

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
You’re a good cuddler Jim. Can I 
call you Jim?

JIMMY KIMMEL
(smiling)

Yes... and thank you, my ex-wife 
said that as well. That’s my ex-
wife If you didn’t get that the 
first time. So...tell me...What’s 
it like to be a UrSpace leader who 
actually leaves the house? 

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
Jim...I’m a whole new generation of 
internet stars. A generation of the 
hotness and coolest. Not like the 
past, full of geeks and boring 
people that don’t actually go any 
where.
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JIMMY KIMMEL
Speaking of that. We have the two 
former UrSpace leaders with us 
tonight. Well...not exactly with 
us. 

(pause)
You guys still there?

Webb and Schlo-Mo are on their screens both rolling their 
eyes.

WEBB AND SCHLO-MO
(reluctantly)

We’re here.

JIMMY KIMMEL
So what do you guys think of the 
hot new Charla Champagne?

SCHLO-MO
She’s a no talent hack who just has 
a nice set and no brains. 
Opsie...Did I say that out loud?

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
Jim...is he saying my butt isn’t 
nice? What do you think?

She puts it up in the air.

JIMMY KIMMEL
Yeah...he’s definitely over looking 
the butt. That’s a nice butt.

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
I can understand that these 
dinosaurs are jealous. I’m hot, and 
they’re not.

JIMMY KIMMEL
Don’t you have some good news for 
us?

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
(sounding ditsy)

I sure do. MTV just offered me my 
own reality show. It’s based around 
my existing show. So internet fans, 
I’ll still be doing my normal show, 
but now you’ll be seeing me on your 
TV as well. And...I just got my own 
brand of champagne.
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A few more hot chicks in bikinis come driving out on 
motorized coolers filled with Charla’s new champagne.

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
So, if you’re chilling with friends 
and you wanta drink in style. Drink 
Charla’s Champagne. It’s the 
hottest buzz around.

WEBB
Hello...hello...we’re still here. 

JIMMY KIMMEL
(laughing)

You are?

WEBB
Jim...

JIMMY KIMMEL
That’s Jimmy to you little guy...

WEBB
Jimmy...it seems like were not 
really here to be on the show...

Jimmy makes a ‘cut him off’ signal to the staff. We can see 
that Webb and Schlo-Mo are talking very passionately, but no 
one can hear them.

The crowd laughs as Jimmy goes back to Charla.

JIMMY KIMMEL
Let’s get back to the show. Charla, 
you brought this bed here for a 
reason other then us to cuddle in 
it, right?

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
I sure did Jim. 

She smacks Jim in the butt.

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
You gotta get up big boy.

JIMMY KIMMEL
Yes ma’am...

Girls put plastic over the bed and pull out bottles of baby 
oil.
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JIMMY KIMMEL
I have no clue what you’re doing, 
but you know this is a PG-13 show 
right? I mean don’t stop...

Two girls in bikinis start spraying themselves with baby oil, 
then pour it all over the plastic covered bed.

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
No, no, Jim. For all the people out 
there that aren’t incredible lovers 
like you. Here’s a simple and cheap 
way to spice up a night in the 
sack.

The two girls all oiled up, jump into the bed and start 
rubbing their bodies up and down each other.

JIMMY KIMMEL
Wow...that’s...interesting.

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
It’s like a human slip and slide. 
All you need is some painter 
plastic and some baby oil.

(pause)
Do you like food?

The two girls get off the bed, pull the plastic off and put a 
clean piece on the bed. Two more girls come out in bikinis 
with an ice cream cart full of the works.

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
You can also make body ice cream 
sundaes.

The two girls make sundaes on each others bodies and eat and 
lick them off.

JIMMY KIMMEL
Charla Champagne. I truly think I’m 
in love with you. You are hot. 
Great to have you. And good luck 
with your new show and champagne.

Charla jumps on the ice cream covered girls on the bed and is 
wheeled off.

JIMMY KIMMEL
Charla Champagne folks!

The crowd goes nuts. Webb and Schlo-Mo are yelling at this 
time. Their volume comes back. They are both yelling how 
immature it was for him to turn their volume off.
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WEBB AND SCHLO-MO
Real funny Jimmy! Real funny!

SCHLO-MO
How long have I been a guest on 
this show and this is how you treat 
me?

WEBB
Me too. What’s up with that!

Jimmy makes a thumbs down signal. Webb and Schlo-Mo are 
completely turned off.

SPLIT SCREEN WITH WEBB AND SCHLO-MO

Both are sitting in awe that they were cut off.

WEBB
Are you serious?

SCHLO-MO
Who does he think he is?

They both sit there for an awkward pause absorbing the 
moment.

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb types something in. 

AGENT BALSTEIN ON THE SCREEN

Agent Balstein is laying down on his stomach getting a mud 
treatment as he drinks a scotch. His eyes are closed as the 
two girls in the back are rubbing mud on his legs. 

AGENT BALSTEIN
Webb my little buddy. You looked 
great tonight. You really must be 
hitting that cardio hard. 

WEBB
I have been doing a lot sit ups. 
What? Did you know that Charla 
Champagne was going to be on the 
show tonight?

AGENT BALSTEIN
Why would I know that? I’m not her 
agent. I’m your agent baby.

(turns to the girls)
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Can you please spread the mud 
evenly. Thank you.

(back to Webb)
You’re gonna be fine. You just need 
some of that old ingenuity that got 
you to be number one baby.

His computer goes, BEEP.

AGENT BALSTEIN
Hold on.

With out looking he clicks over.

INT. SCHLO-MO’S BEDROOM

SCHLO-MO
You’re getting a mud bath instead 
of fixing my faltering career. What 
kind of agent are you?

AGENT BALSTEIN
Is that you Schlo-Mo? Let me tell 
ya. Mud is the best thing for 
stressed out skin my friend. You 
should try it. And what are you 
worried about? You finally got rid 
of Webb, wasn’t that what you 
wanted? Can you hold on.

He clicks over. But for some reason he must have clicked the 
wrong button.

SPLIT SCREEN BETWEEN WEBB AND SCHLO-MO

AGENT BALSTEIN
Webb...I really gotta run, but this 
is what you wanted. You finally can 
get rid of Schlo-Mo. Now you can do 
what I always new you could do 
baby. Be number one. 

Both Schlo-Mo and Webb are just sitting there realizing what 
just happened.

AGENT BALSSTEIN
I gotta run.

Balstein clicks, but,there both stillon the screen.
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AGENT BALSTEIN
Schlo-Mo, are you going to kick 
this Charla Champagne’s ass or what 
baby?

Both of them hang up on him.

AGENT BALSTEIN
(long pause)

You there...Schlo-Mo...It’s me the 
best agent ever baby...Schlo-Mo?

SPLIT SCREEN BETWEEN WEBB AND SCHLO-MO

The two sit back in their chairs realizing that they’ve been 
bamboozled by the guy who was supposed to be on their side.

MONTAGE OF WEB AND SCHLO-MO BRAINSTORMING FOR THEIR COMEBACKS

WEBB’S BEDROOM

Web sits staring at his screen, it says, “My big plan for my 
comeback.” He just sits there shaking his head trying to 
figure out something brilliant.

SCHLO-MO’S BEDROOM

Schlo-Mo sits staring at his screen, on his screen is Webb 
staring at his screen. Schlo-Mo shakes his head.

SCHLO-MO
(agitated)

Will you think of something.

WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb prints out a document. He looks at it and shakes his 
head no. Crumbles it and tosses it behind him. It goes 
through a basketball hoop, then into a machine that is 
called, “Basketball Paper Shredder”, the paper shreds into a 
trash can. Next to the trash is a few hundred crumbled pieces 
that didn’t make it in.

SCLO-MO’S BEDROOM

Schlo-Mo dips his hand into a bag of Doritos and pulls one 
out. He throws it in the air and catches it in his mouth. He 
munches down on it. On the floor are hundreds of Doritos that 
didn’t make it into his mouth.
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WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb goes into his miniature fridge. There’s a bunch of 
decaffeinated Pepsi’s and one regular. He starts to go for 
the decaf, then stops and grabs the regular. He takes a deep 
breath and takes a big gulp.  

SHCLO-MO’S BEDROOM

Schlo-Mo pours three Red Bulls into a funnel. With no problem 
he throws the funnel up and takes them down.

WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb is spinning around in his desk chair as fast as he can 
while manically laughing and drinking his caffeinated soda. 
He’s wired on caffeine.

SCHLO-MO’S BEDROOM

Schlo-Mo is as calm as can be as he’s doing another funnel of 
Red Bulls.

WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb is violently throwing up all over his computer and 
shaking.

SCHLO-MO’S BEDROOM

Schlo-Mo is dead passed out on his keyboard sleeping like a 
baby.

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM - MORNING

Webb wakes up on his keyboard. He sees throw up all over the 
floor and three empty caffeinated sodas . He looks up at the 
clock. It’s 2:00 PM already, he completely panics and freaks 
out. He clicks his mouse.

INT. SCHLO-MO’S BEDROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Schlo-Mo’s alarm clock reads 2:00 PM. It goes off. He gets up 
and slowly stretches as he smiles. 
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SPLIT SCREEN OF WEBB AND SCHLO-MO

They both click on Charla’s UrSpace Page

INT. CHARLA CHAMPAGNE’S PLACE

Three girls are jumping on a trampoline in lingerie as Charla 
sprays them down with water.

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
(sounding ditsy)

These, boys, are what we call a 
teddy bear cut. Don’t they look 
great wet. Next we’re going to show 
you my personal favorite: little 
boy shorts and a tank top. They 
look even better wet. I like it 
when the butts say something on 
them like, ‘Slut’, or ‘Easy’.

SPLIT SCREEN OF WEBB AND SCHLO-MO

They click on the UrSpace leader board and Charla’s friends 
are multiplying by the tens of thousands. The amount of 
people viewing her show we’re over 2,000,000. They both shake 
their heads in frustration.

Both of them just sit there staring at the screens in 
complete frustration and disbelief.

BACK TOO: MONTAGE OF WEBB AND SCHLO-MO BRAINSTORMING FOR 
THEIR COMEBACKS

WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb is sitting at his computer. He stares for a second and 
then instantly starts to smile. He starts pounding the keys 
typing away and smiling.

SCHLO-MO’S BEDROOM

Schlo-Mo is laying upside down on a back stretching device. 
He has a laptop attached to his legs so he can continue to 
work. He quickly pops up and starts pounding away at the 
keyboard and deviously smirking.
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INT. SCHLO-MO’S BEDROOM

Schlo-Mo has covers of Porn DVD’s green screened behind him.

SCHLO-MO
My new show, ‘Free Smut’, will show 
you where to find the best 
free...internet porn. And free 
being the key here. Because we all 
love good porn, but who wants to 
pay for it? Today’s show is going 
to be where to find cheerleader 
porn. Who doesn’t like a naughty 
cheerleader? 

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb has covers of video games green screened behind him.

WEBB
My new show, the ‘Video Game 
Wizard’, will be showing you, all 
the cheats, secrets, and codes to 
all the hottest new video games. 
Today, we’re going to be tackling 
the role playing game, “Final 
Galactic II”. It’s one of the 
coolest, but most difficult games 
on the market. 

SPLIT SCREEN OF SCHLO-MO AND WEBB FINISHING UP THEIR NEW 
SHOWS

INT. SCHLO-MO’S BEDROOM

Back to the ‘Free Smut Show’

SCHLO-MO
So that will conclude the 
cheerleading episode of ‘Free 
Smut’. And remember. Don’t pay for 
your porn or take hours finding it. 
Let me do the work for you.

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

WEBB
And that’s how to beat the high 
goblin in level 12.
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Schlo-Mo and Webb click off of their shows. And click to look 
at their numbers on the show. 

Schlo-Mo’s number on the screen, total viewers were 100,000.  

Webb’s numbers on the screen, total viewers 80,000.

They both enter their numbers into a program, and charts and 
graphs pop up. It shows their viewers of their shows 
consistently going up, until the very end, where they both 
dramatically drop off from around 500,000 viewers to the 
current status 100,000 and 80,000.

They click off and check the UrSpace friend leader boards. 
There numbers are going up one at a time, as Charla’s go up 
by the thousands at a time.

They both click on Charla’s Page.

INT. CHARLA CHAMPAGNE’S PLACE

Charla has three girls dressed in bondage like clothes, 
bending over and holding their legs with their butts up in 
the air. She puts down a paddle and picks up a horse-whip.

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
(sounding ditsy)

Boys at home, if the paddle is too 
much for your girl. She might like 
something with more of a whipping 
sensation. Most women really like 
to get their bottoms smacked. 
Believe me...

She starts walking around and whipping the girls as she 
talks.

SPLIT SCREEN OF WEBB AND SCHLO-MO

They click back to the leader board, Charla’s numbers are 
going up even more.

Both of them just sit there and stare at the screens in 
complete frustration and disbelief.

Webb starts to hold his breath and smash his keyboard.

Schlo-Mo opens up a big bag of Doritos and throws one in the 
air. It misses his mouth. He just sits there looking sad.
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INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

BEEP, BEEP. Webb clicks his mouse. Balstein’s Secretary pops 
up on the screen. She’s putting on eyeliner as she speaks.

BALSTEIN’S SECRETARY
Hey Webb...You never responded to 
the e-mail I sent.

WEBB
What’s up?

BALSTEIN’S SECRETARY
You’re not going to be on “The 
Soup” tonight. Something came up. 
Sorry.

WEBB
Where’s Balstein? I gotta talk to 
him.

BALSTEIN’S SECRETARY
He’s not available.

Balstein is wheeled by in the background on a gurney. Two 
girls are pushing him as they massage him and he puffs away 
on a cigar and sips on a scotch. They go off screen.

WEBB
I just saw him behind you.

BALSTEIN’S SECRETARY
No... you didn’t.

Balstein is pushed back right behind the secretary and left 
there for a few seconds. 

WEBB
(freaking out)

What do you mean I didn’t see him. 
He’s right there behind you. 

She starts applying some lip liner.

BALSTEIN’S SECRETARY
He’s not here.

WEBB
He’s right behind you! Turn around!

The massage girls come back and push Balstein away again.

BALSTEIN’S SECRETARY
I gotta go.
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WEBB
(yelling)

Balstein! Balls...

Webb’s cut off.

WEBB
(holding his breath)

Damn it!

INT. SCHLO-MO’S BEDROOM

BEEP, BEEP. Schlo-Mo clicks his mouse. Balstein’s Secretary 
pops up on the screen. She’s putting some foundation on.

BALSTEIN’S SECRETARY
Schlo-Mo. You didn’t respond to my 
e-mail.

SCHLO-MO
Why would I?

BALSTEIN’S SECRETARY
“The Soup” cancelled for tonight. 

SCHLO-MO
Do I still get paid?

BALSTEIN’S SECRETARY
Yes...

SCHLO-MO
Sweet...I’m done with you.

Webb clicks off the secretary. He clicks on his mouse again.   

SCHLO-MO
Back to free cheerleader porn.

MONTAGE OF WEBB AND SCHLO-MO’S NUMBERS GETTING WORSE AND 
WORSE

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb is just finishing his dance, he’s sweating profusely. 

WEBB
(out of breath)

That was just one full hour of that 
dance you all have grown to love.
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INT. SCHLO-MO’S BEDROOM

Schlo-Mo is smoking a pipe and wearing a smoking jacket.

SCHLO-MO
(talking in a deep radio 
voice)

So that’s all for our show tonight. 
Next week on Schlo-Mo the love 
doctor. We’ll be talking about 
boring chicks in the sack. So get 
your stories ready boys. Good 
night, and stay sexy.

SPLIT SCREEN OF WEBB AND SCHLO-MO

They both click and see how many viewers they had. Schlo-Mo 
26,000, and Webb 12,000.

They both click on the leader board. There numbers are going 
up every once in awhile, as Charla’s are going through the 
roof.

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb’s head nods in exhaustion, it pops up.

WEBB
Well, we covered all the cheats and 
codes for three of the most popular 
video games, in only...

(looks at his watch)
Seven hours...We’ll be covering... 
four games tomorrow.

(head nods)

INT. SCHLO-MO’S BEDROOM

SCHLO-MO
Well that covers my first full hour 
show ever, and what other way to 
end it than with the Asian triple 
penetration of black twelve 
inchers. Wow...that was impressive. 
Join in tomorrow for my first hour 
and twelve minute show. You heard 
it right, seventy-two minutes.
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SPLIT SCREEN OF WEBB AND SCHLO-MO

They both click on their viewers. Schlo-Mo 3,000, Webb 2,000.

They click on the leader page. They both wait for about 
twenty seconds before one is added to them. Charla’s seem to 
be going up even more quickly then before.

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb looks absolutely exhausted. He has a bunch of red bulls 
around him.

WEBB
That was just 24 hours of video 
game cheats and codes. I’m going to 
be signing out for the next...

(looks at his watch)
Two hours...then I’ll be back for 
some more video games...

(his head hits the 
keyboard)

INT. SCLO-MO’S BEDROOM

There’s mountains of Red Bulls all around Schlo-Mo. 

SCHLO-MO
That was my first five hour show. 
We covered midget porn stars who 
are actually hot, squirting 
competitions gone wrong, and...last 
but not least. Defecating lactose 
mothers who like nice guys. I must 
say, that’s one of my favorites 
yet.  

SPLIT SCREEN OF WEBB AND SCHLO-MO

They both click on the viewers watching page. Schlo-Mo’s 300, 
Webb’s 143.

They click on the leader board. Charla’s numbers are growing 
even faster then before. Both wait over a minute before 
there’s go up one. Right after Webb’s goes up, it goes back 
down two. He shakes his head in disbelief.

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

He’s on the computer with the Easy Glide Mouse guys.
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WEBB
I’m doing a big give away tonight. 
I need some Easy glide chairs, 
mouses, burners, hard drives. 
Basically anything ya got.

MAN ON THE SCREEN
Webb...I’m sorry I can’t help ya 
out. Things are just tight right 
now. 

WEBB
Okay, let me just get some Easy 
Glide staplers or something then.

MAN ON THE SCREEN
Actually, I meant to call you. I 
think we’re going to cancel the 
next commercial until things pick 
up.

WEBB
What? Are you kidding?

MAN ON THE SCREEN
Sorry...maybe next time. I gotta 
run Webb.

He clicks off.

WEBB
(talking to no one)

Can’t I just get some of those 
rubber erasers? Hello?

INT. SCHLO-MO’S BEDROOM

Schlo-Mo is on the screen with a boardroom full of suits: the 
Apple people. 

SCHLO-MO
Hey...I’m going to need twice the 
amount of computers I normally give 
away. I’m doing a huge show 
tonight.

MAN AT THE HEAD
We can’t do it. 

SCHLO-MO
Look, I’m gonna call my agent and 
get all you shitbirds fired. 
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So just give me your stupid 
computers and I won’t have to 
castrate your first born.

MAN AT THE HEAD
We already talked to your agent. We 
decided we’re going to pull you 
from the campaign. 

SCHLO-MO
You what? Screw... you guys! I’m 
going to PC. Tell Steve Job’s that 
I hate his big unveiling any 
ways... 

(yelling)
They’re gay!

Schlo-Mo clicks off the screen. 

SCHLO-MO
(long pause)

Damn it!

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb clicks his mouse. Balstein’s Secretary pops up on the 
screen. She has her foot up on the desk. She’s painting her 
toenails.

WEBB
(dead serious)

I need to talk to Balstein, now!

She looks up.

BALSTEIN’S SECRETARY
Hold...

She clicks over. Webb impatiently waits tapping his hand.

BALSTEIN’S SECRETARY’S ASSISTANT
Balstein’s Secretary’s Assistant, 
how can I help you?

WEBB
What? You’re the secretary’s 
assistant? I need Balstein. Now!

BALSTEIN’S SECRETARY’S ASSISTANT
Hold...
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Webb takes a deep breath. Balstein’s Secretary pops up on the 
screen. She looks up from the screen and sees Webb. She 
quickly clicks off of him.

Webb’s arms fly up in the air in rage.

BALSTEIN’S SECRETARY’S ASSISTANT
Balstein’s Secretary’s Assistant, 
how can I help you?

Webb holds his breath and turns bright red. He clicks his 
mouse, turning the girl off. He keeps holding his breath, 
until finally he just passes out and falls off his chair.

INT. NIGHT CLUB

Webb is doing his dance. Thousands of people are green 
screened behind him dancing and clubbing. The music is 
pumping.

He stops dancing.

WEBB
This is Webb coming to you live 
from Club Webb, where just two 
weeks ago we broke the World 
Guinness record for the most people 
at a club. Let’s see what we can do 
this week. 

(pause)
Now...I don’t normally give away 
anything at my club, but today 
we’re going to be giving away some 
perfectly good used Easy Glide 
Wireless mouses. 

He reaches into the trash can and pulls one up in view. 

WEBB
You don’t want to miss out on these 
bad boys...

INT. CLUB SCHLO-MO

Schlo-Mo is dancing on the screen, doing his slightly funnier 
dance then Webb.

SCHLO-MO
This is Club Schlo-Mo. Two weeks 
ago we shattered the newly broken 
Guinness record for the most people 
in a night club. 
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We’re going to destroy that record 
tonight. We’re going to be giving 
away... 

He pulls out a stack of assorted dirty magazines. 

SCHLO-MO
My personal assorted collection of 
dirty magazines. 

He goes through them. Some look pretty rough.

SCHLO-MO
Some aren’t in the best shape. But, 
regardless...you got some good 
stuff in here.

He tries to browse through one. The pages are stuck together.

SCHLO-MO
Yup...quality stuff here.

INT. NIGHT CLUB - LATER

Webb is doing his dance and getting jiggy with it. 

INT. CLUB SCHLO-MO

Schlo-Mo has some glow sticks that he has incorporated into 
his dance.

SPLIT SCREEN OF WEBB AND SCHLO-MO

They both stop dancing and start clicking through their 
virtual dance clubs. The rooms are bare, not a soul is in 
them. Just empty rooms as they click through.

Both of them sit there and stare at the screens.

They both click a few buttons and on their screens the words 
say, “Club Closed”.

They sit staring at their blank screens.

They both click on the current viewer screens. Both read O.

They both click on the new friends page. Their numbers are 
staying the same. Charla’s numbers are going up by the tens 
of thousands.

They both click on Charla’s Page.
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INT. CHARLA CHAMPAGNE’S PLACE

Charla and about ten girls are dressed in the sexiest 
costumes you can imagine, and dancing and grinding in a room 
filled with foam.

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
(sounding ditsy)

Thanks for tuning into my first 
dance party ever. We just 
quadrupled the world record of the 
most people in one club. That was 
amazing! I can’t believe we just 
gave away a million dollars in 
prizes. No one has ever done that 
live on the internet before. From 
my understanding our ratings are 
better than any internet show 
ever... And remember...tune into my 
new reality show,  “Fill Your Glass 
With Charla Champagne’s Bubbly 
Love”. Where me and my girlfriends 
live in a house together and try to 
find love via internet dating. 
Casting will start soon.

SPLIT SCREEN OF WEBB AND SCHLO-MO

They both click off of her screen, and sit there staring at 
the screen.

Sadly they crawl into bed and turn off the lights.

MONTAGE OF WEBB AND SCHLO-MO TRYING TO OCCUPY THEIR FREE TIME

Webb clicks through the internet news. All kinds of headlines 
mention Charla’s name, he quickly clicks off it.

Schlo-Mo peruses porn sites, but Charla has broken into that 
world already and has advertisements for her XXX Champagne 
rooms. He quickly quits out.

Webb and Schlo-Mo open their e-mails. In the subject header, 
e-mail after e-mail, we see, “Job Canceled”, “Show Guest 
Appearance Canceled”, “Commercial Canceled”.

Schlo-Mo naps in his bed with Doritos all over the covers.

Webb spins in his chair making himself dizzy and falling off 
chair.
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Webb types his agent an e-mail saying, “Do you have anything 
for me?”

Schlo-Mo types his agent, “Get me a god damn job or your ass 
is fired.”

Webb plays chess by himself, playing both sides.

Schlo-Mo throws darts at two pictures on the wall. One is of 
Charla, and the other of Britney Spears.

Webb keeps putting more and more pieces of gum in his mouth 
and keeps chewing away.

Schlo-Mo is throwing a ball against the wall trying to catch 
it, but isn’t very good at throwing. We hear stuff getting 
broke as the ball goes out of the frame.

Webb is sitting at his desk with his whole face covered in 
bubble gum. He starts to pick the gum out of his hair.

Schlo-Mo is standing at the window, the window has a hole in 
it the size of the ball he was throwing. A car alarm starts 
to go off outside. Schlo-Mo quickly ducks down.

Webb and Schlo-Mo check their e-mails. They both got an e-
mail from their agent, they say the same thing. “We are sorry 
to inform you that Agent Balstein and Company will no longer 
be representing you as an agent. Good luck with your future 
endeavors, and please remember to stay green. Thanks, 
Balstein’s Secretary’s Assistant’s Assistant”.

Webb and Schlo-Mo instantly just crawl in their beds and cry.

WEBB’S DREAM SEQUENCE

Webb is right at the goal line sitting at his computer in a 
huge football arena filled with thousands of fans. He hits 
the send button on his keyboard, and all of a sudden him and 
his whole computer moves past Charla and Schlo-Mo into the 
end zone. The crowd goes crazy. A bunch of football players 
come out and pick him and his desk up on their shoulders and 
carry him around the field as the crowd shouts, “Webb’s 
number one, Webb’s number one”, over and over again. Webb 
eggs them on by doing his dance. The crowd eats it up and 
goes even crazier.

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM - TWO WEEKS LATER

Webb wakes up in his bed, he looks very sickly. Surrounding 
him are plates of food that are barely touched. He tries to 
get out of bed, but can’t. 
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Suddenly, he remembers his dream, and hears the cheers of the 
crowd, “Webb’s number one, Webb’s number one!” He struggles 
but manages to pull himself out of bed and go over to his 
computer.

He starts typing slowly, then the speed starts to increase, 
then suddenly he’s back in full stride and typing away with a 
devilish smile.

INT. SCHLO-MO’S BEDROOM

A pile of clothes cover Schlo-Mo’s bed entirely. An alarm on 
his computer goes off, blinking and buzzing.

Out of the pile of clothes emerges Schlo-Mo eating a bag of 
Doritos. Bags and bags of empty Dorito bags are intertwined 
in the piles of clothes. He looks over at his screen and sees 
Webb typing away on the screen. He slowly moves out of bed 
over to the keyboard.

He watches what Webb is typing intensely.

INT. JIMMY KIMMEL SHOW - NIGHT

JIMMY KIMMEL
Our next piece tonight was sent 
from one of our old guests who’s 
worn out his fifteen minutes of 
fame, and evidently has something 
to say about it. Run the piece.

Up on a big screen plays a video of Webb talking.

WEBB
(video on the screen)

In the last few weeks all of my 
millions of internet friends have 
abandoned my shows, my page, my 
events, and most hurtfully, my 
heart.

(takes a breath)
The media, the talk shows, and the 
tabloids have ridiculed and 
abandoned me as well. To all of 
you, the internet and media world, 
I want to make something very 
clear.

(pause)
I don’t need any of you. All of you 
can... go to hell. I became world 
famous by my own ingenuity, and...I 
plan on moving forward that way. 
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As of this point, I denounce myself 
from any virtual friends and media. 
I don’t need any of ya. I’m going 
to be successful in the real world. 
I’m going to get more friends then 
I ever got on the internet. I’m 
starting a website, called, 
“Friends For Real”, where we 
qualify friends in the real world, 
and list them on a site. That’s 
www.friendsforreal.com. 

(giving the finger)
Bye internet losers...

Back to Kimmel. He is on the ground laughing hysterically.

JIMMY KIMMEL
Can you believe this guy? He just 
pissed off about 20 million nerds. 
That’s a lot of angry guys with 
light sabres to worry about. All 
that an he managed to out the 
entire media. Wow! This is even 
funnier though. Watch this. 

Schlo-Mo is up on Kimmel’s screen.

SCHLO-MO
To all you virtual friends...suck 
It. To all you internet 
junkies...suck it. And to my 
agent...suck it. To all you stupid 
idiot media people...suck it. I’m 
getting real friends, I don’t need 
ya anymore. Go to my site. 
Www.realfriends.com if you want to 
be my friend in the real world, not 
that suck ass virtual world. Hey 
Kimmel...suck it...

Back to Kimmel.

JIMMY KIMMEL
The thing that makes me laugh the 
most is. Does the first guy not 
realize that the other guy just 
hacks into his computer and copies 
all of his ideas? I really don’t 
know which one to feel worse for. 
Well...that’s the last we’re going 
hear from those guys until they hit 
the VH1 reality circuit.

(pause)
Next we go to crazy animals...
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INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb just sits there staring at the screen. His jaws drops 
open and just about sits on the keyboard. He starts to hold 
his breath and pull his hair. 

He stops and starts flipping through the internet.

The main story on the pages read, “Webb and Schlo-Mo have 
ruined their careers”, “Webb and Schlo-Mo out Everyone”, 
“Webb and Schlo-Mo are public enemy number one”, “Death 
Threats made against Webb and Schlo-Mo”, “Webb and Schlo-Mo, 
are no Mo!”

He clicks on his e-mail account. It starts to blow up. His 
inbox goes from 03, to about 7360 in seconds. 

Webb clicks into his inbox. The subjects read: “You Must 
Die”, “Die Die Die”, “I hate U!!!!”, “You sold out, U Suck”, 
“Suck IT!”. And 7352 more just like that.

Webb clicks on one of the e-mails.

A video opens.

A nerdy guy dressed in a Bobafet costume is holding his laser 
gun at the screen.

BOBAFET GUY
I use to worship you Webb. You sold 
me out, you sold everyone out. Now 
I’m coming to find ya. You can’t 
hide from a bounty hunter. You’re 
going down Bobafet style.

He shoots the screen and makes the laser noises.

BOBAFET GUY
Hasta la vista, Webb.

Webb clicks on another e-mail.

It’s an animated message. An animated Webb is doing his 
patented dance. All of a sudden a knife flies out and hits 
him in the legs. Webb is bleeding, then a bullet flies in and 
knocks off one of his fingers. Then a bunch of midgets come 
out with bats with spikes through them and start smashing his 
feet. Then woodpeckers fly out and start pecking away at his 
eyes. Words come out across the screen, “Die Webb! Die Webb!”

Webb quickly clicks off the e-mail, then goes on to “The 
Soup” Show.

The end of Schlo-Mo’s “Suck it” speech just goes off.
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JOEL MCHALE
I’m actually really starting to 
like these guys. How come you only 
start to like certain celebrities 
when their careers are six feet 
under? 

He picks up a bottle of Charla Champagne’s bubbly and pours 
it on the ground. 

JOEL MCHALE
That’s for my homies dead careers, 
Webb and Schlo-Mo. Next time we’ll 
see you guys is virtual celebrity 
rehab. Look forward to it guys. And 
remember, no one likes a wigged out 
crack-head, but everyone 
appreciates a dramatic sloppy 
drunk.

Webb starts to hyperventilate, then stops and starts pacing 
around. His attention goes to the trophy alarm clock. He 
stops in his tracks and looks right into the camera. It was 
so obvious.

Anger springs across his face. He goes stomping right out the 
door. 

EXT. WEBB’S DRIVEWAY

Webb jumps into his moms car, starts it up, drives it right 
into the garage door.

He gets out and goes into the garage.

INT. WEBB’S GARAGE

Webb holds up a pair of roller blades and looks them over, 
puts them down. He sees a bike and jumps on it, he manages to 
pedal about three times before collapsing sideways. Gets up 
and goes inside.

INT. WEBB’S LIVING ROOM

Webb is holding a phone. He talks as he dials. 

WEBB
(dialing the letters)

T-a-x-i. 
(looking at the phone)

Where’s the space key?
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The operators error message comes on. “The number you’re 
trying to reach is non-existing number.”

Webb looks at the phone.

WEBB
(into the phone)

Taxi cab...

The operators message keeps playing.

WEBB
(into the phone)

Taxi...cab...

He gets frustrated and puts the phone down.

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb types on his computer. On the screen it reads, “Taxi 
Cabs”.

EXT. WEBB’S HOUSE

A cab pulls up. Webb gets in.

EXT. SCHLO-MO’S HOUSE

Webb gets out of the car and walks up to the door and rings 
the door bell.

A man answers the door. Webb walks right past him.

SCHLO-MO’S DAD
(yelling up stairs)

Schlo-Mo...your friend is here...
(to himself)

He doesn’t have any friends...

He shakes his shoulders and walks away.

INT. SCLO-MO’S BEDROOM

Webb kicks the door in. Schlo-Mo remains passed out in his 
computer chair with Doritos on his lap.

Webb looks over his shoulder on his monitor. On the screen, a 
live video feed of Webb’s computer.
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Webb grabs the bag of Doritos and starts smacking Schlo-Mo 
across the face with them. He wakes up yelling.

SCHLO-MO
Smack me again Xena Warrior 
Princess.

(wakes up)
What? What the hell are you doing 
here?

WEBB
(upset)

What am I doing here? What are you 
doing spying on me?

SCHLO-MO
Your a bit rude my friend. So 
rude...might as well call you Rudy 
Huxtable.

WEBB
What? What does that even mean?

SCHLO-MO
Seriously...You’ve never watched 
the beloved Cosby Show? With that 
little adorable Rudy Huxtable? 

Webb shakes his head no.

SCHLO-MO
I’ve waited for four years to fit 
that into a conversation. And 
you’re telling me you don’t know 
the friggn’ show?...And you 
honestly didn’t know that I was 
spying on you that whole time?

WEBB
No.

SCHLO-MO
You are way dumber then I thought. 
Wow...I can’t believe how dumb you 
are. I Just thought you were 
extremely naive. But, turns out 
you’re just dumb.

WEBB
You have some nerve...I can’t 
believe you’re such a fake. You’re 
not going to make any friends 
because you won’t have me to cheat 
off of.
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SCHLO-MO
I don’t even need you to cheat off 
any more. I know what your going to 
do before you do it already. Like 
the back of my hand!

WEBB
You’re just not a nice person. 
That’s why you’ll never get friends 
for real. Never!

(pause)
Wait a minute. 

(has a revelation)
That means... that my girlfriend 
for the last seven years...

(pause)
 Is you?

SCHLO-MO
You might as well just call me 
Kandy with a K, sweetheart.

WEBB
No...it can’t be. What about all 
the virtual sex?

SCHLO-MO
I must admit. That was a little 
weird and awkward. Well, a lot 
weird and awkward. 

WEBB
I can’t believe you’ve been the 
only girlfriend I’ve ever had.

SCHLO-MO
Yeah...me either...

WEBB
(upset)

Wait...Does this mean we’re 
breaking up?

SCHLO-MO
Kandy with a K says, it’s just not 
working out any more.

Webb starts to whimper like a little girl.

WEBB
I just never imagined it to end 
like this.
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Webb approaches Schlo-Mo with the ‘can I hug you’ gesture. 
Schlo-Mo reluctantly allows him.

Webb cries as he’s hugging Schlo-Mo and whining.

WEBB
I thought we had something special. 
You said we’d always be together.

SCHLO-MO
Webb, everything has to come to an 
end. Everything.

Webb quickly realizes what he’s doing. Backs off and gets 
real defensive.

WEBB
I hate you! 

(whining even louder)
You are so going down!

Webb goes storming out of his room and slams the door behind 
him.

Schlo-Mo just sits there.

Webb opens the door.

WEBB
I need some money for my cab...

Schlo-Mo holds up some money. Webb grabs it and takes off out 
the door.

INT. JIMMY KIMMEL SHOW

JIMMY KIMMEL
So...all of you know that the 
internet losers Webb, and Schlo-Mo 
have outed themselves to everyone. 
Well, tomorrow, their starting 
their ridiculous competition to 
make real friends.

Up on the screen pops Webb’s website. The rules pop up on the 
screen as he mentions them.

JIMMY KIMMEL
So let’s take a look at what the 
nerd herd thinks justifies a real 
friend. This is good... One: you 
must meet a person three times.

(rolls his eyes)
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Two: in those three encounters each 
person must speak no less then 
three sentences each. And 
three...after all of that is done, 
the person must sign a contract 
solidifying that they are real 
friends.

(pause)
That sounds like my first wife...

Jimmy starts laughing as does the crowd. 

JIMMY KIMMEL
How socially retarded can a person 
be? I think that Australian kid who 
was raised by a pack of wild dogs 
could make more friends then these 
two.

(pause)
Okay...let’s get to a real story.

EXT. ROAD NEAR THE MALL - NEXT MORNING

Traffic is backed up. Cars are beeping and drivers are 
furious.

Schlo-Mo is in his little electric car with the video 
monitors displaying a live feed of him driving. The speakers 
are also hooked up to his audio so you can hear him as well.

SCHLO-MO
(on the car video screen)

Hey all of you in your non-green 
gas cars.

(gives the finger)
Suck it!

He pulls into the mall and drives up on the sidewalk and to 
the front doors. Looks around, then continues to drive into 
the revolving doorway. The car gets stuck in the doorway. He 
squeezes his way out of his car in the revolving doorway. 
With him he pulls what looks to be a big hockey bag filled 
with stuff.

SCHLO-MO
Can some one give me a push here?

And old lady stands inside the mall looking at him.

OLD LADY
Is something wrong with you sonny?

Schlo-Mo walks by and tosses her the keys to the car.
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SCHLO-MO
Take care of that for me granny.

EXT. OUTSIDE OF MALL

A mini van pulls up. Webb gets out wearing a tuxedo and 
carrying a big art portfolio. He walks from the passenger 
side around and waves to the driver.

The driver side window goes down. Webb’s Mom waves him over. 
Webb shakes his head and points that he has to go. Webb’s mom 
waves him over again. He mopes over.

WEBB’S MOM
Webb...don’t be embarrassed by your 
mother. 

She pulls him in closely and starts to fix his hair by 
licking her hand and wetting it down. Webb squirms.

WEBB’S MOM
Honey, people in the real world 
aren’t as nice as they are in the 
virtual world. If you have any 
problems... I’m going to have my 
cell phone on, and I’ll come and 
get you right away. 

(motherly)
Okay...

Webb finally breaks away from the grips of his mother. 

WEBB
Stop it! I’ll be fine. If you don’t  
remember, I was a world wide 
internet celebrity a little over a 
month ago.

WEBB’S MOM
That was last month sweetie. It 
kinda seems...like everybody hates 
you this month. And...all I’m gonna 
say is... it can be tough out 
there. 

WEBB
Okay, Mom. Thanks.

Webb starts walking away.
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WEBB’S MOM
I’m just gonna wait out here for 
half an hour in case you change 
your mind. Okay?

Webb just putts his head down and walks away. 

Webb walks up to the front door where the old lady from 
before is trying to push Schlo-Mo’s electric car through the 
revolving door.

Webb shakes his head. BEEP,BEEP. He turns back, it’s his mom 
honking the horn. He can barely hear her.

WEBB’S MOM
(faintly heard)

I’ll be right here honey.

Webb nonchalantly waves as he walks through the doors.

INT. MIDDLE OF THE MALL

Webb walks up to Schlo-Mo, who is sitting at a table/booth 
set up with two signs. The signs read, “Be an Ex UrSpace 
friend leaders... Real Friend”, “$5 To Kiss the famous Schlo-
Mo” 

WEBB
What the! Are you spying on me 
again?

SCHLO-MO
What? Did you think of the five 
dollar kissing booth as well?

Webb pulls out his sign to show Schlo-Mo, “Be an Ex UrSpace 
friend leaders... Friend for Real”

WEBB
You’re spying on me.

SCHLO-MO
I own you Webb, Little Webbster. 
Little guy...I’m in your head. 

(pointing at him)
See, right now your thinking...Man 
Schlo-Mo’s so much better looking 
then me. Right?

Webb gives him the eye and starts setting up his table/booth.

A hot chick walks by and Schlo-Mo eyes her.
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SCHLO-MO
Three dollars for you baby.

INT. MIDDLE OF THE MALL - LATER

MONTAGE OF WEBB AND SCHLO-MO GETTING REJECTED BY PEOPLE 
WALKING BY.

-A group of young nerdy boys walk up and give them the 
finger. Schlo-Mo gives it back.

-A group of girls walk by wearing Charla Champagne T-shirts. 
Schlo-Mo tries to get them to kiss him. They slap him.

-A group of older middle aged women walk by and Webb does his 
dance. The ladies crack up laughing.

-Two old ladies come by and give them the finger. Schlo-Mo 
returns the favor.

-Two cops come by and make them take down their booths. Schlo-
Mo gives them the finger behind their backs.

INT. MALL FOOD COURT

Webb walks up to two girls sitting at a table eating.

WEBB
Do you mind if I sit down?

They both giggle and shrug their shoulders. Webb sits down.

He goes to talk to the girls, but stops. He doesn’t know what 
to say.

The girls giggle some more.

Webb gets less confident and more awkward.

The girls giggle some more.

WEBB
(stuttering)

Do you...like...computers...?

The girls giggle even harder. 

WEBB
No? Do you use the inter-web?

(pause)
No?
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They keep giggling. Webb embarrassed gets up and leaves. As 
he leaves we see there’s a sign taped on his back that says, 
“Cyber Homo”.

INT. MALL ARCADE

A bunch of twelve and thirteen year old adolescents surround 
Schlo-Mo as he plays an arcade game. He’s whooping one of the 
kids butts at a fighting game. He beats him. The kid punches 
the machine in anger.

SCHLO-MO
Who’s next? Who wants me to teach 
them the fundamentals of video game 
playing?

He turns and starts antagonizing them.

SCHLO-MO
What about you Short Stack? You 
want some?

The short kid shakes his head no.

Points at a fat kid.

SCHLO-MO
What about you tubby?

His chubby cheeks flop no.

SCHLO-MO
I didn’t think so. 

(pause)
You guys wanta be my friends?

They all shake their heads yes.

INT. MALL PIZZA SHOP

Schlo-Mo and the group of kids are sitting in the booth 
eating a pizza pie. They all seem to be enjoying Schlo-Mo’s 
story.

SCHLO-MO
So, I told the kid. If you can’t 
hang with the baddest of the bad. 
You better put your training wheels 
back on junior.

Schlo-Mo laughs at his joke and shoves the other kids 
ensuring they laugh as well. 
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SCHLO-MO
Okay...Short Stack, Tubby, Buck 
Tooth, and...Joe. It’s apparent 
that we enjoy each others company. 
So...all I need you to do is fill 
my contract out. Then you crazy 
guys can officially be real friends 
of mine.

Schlo-Mo hands all the kids contracts. They look at them in a 
confused manner.

Schlo-Mo excitedly smiles in anticipation.

TUBBY
Sir Schlo-Mo...My mom won’t let me 
sign anything with out her.

SCHLO-MO
What...you guys don’t have fake 
ID’s?

SHORTSTACK
I just turned twelve sir Schlo-Mo.

SCHLO-MO
Bucktooth...you got a fake right?

The Bucktooth kid shakes his head no.

Schlo-Mo pounds the table in frustration.

A mom comes hurrying in and grabs Tubby by the arm.

TUBBY’S MOM
What did I tell you about talking 
to strangers!

She pulls him out of the booth.

SCHLO-MO
You’re Tubby’s Mom? Perfect. I need 
you to sign a release for these 
boys to be my first alive Real 
Friends.

CHUBBY’S MOM
What?

SCHLO-MO
(pointing)

Just sign here... here... and... 
here.
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Schlo-Mo pulls out a digital camera.

SCHLO-MO
I’m going to need to take pictures 
of you guys too. Tubby, pick your 
shirt up and show me those funny 
mitties.

BUCKTOOTH
What’s a mittie?

Schlo-Mo holds up his shirt showing his flabby tits.

SCHLO-MO
Man titties stupid...

CHUBBY’S MOM
What kind of pervert are you?

She fearfully grabs the boys and hurries off.

SCHLO-MO
(yelling at them)

Yo, you guys owe me for the pizza. 
That’s three dollars a piece.

(pause)
Don’t think I won’t remember a face 
like that Bucktooth. 

INT. MALL WATER FOUTAIN

An eighteen year old girl surrounded by bags is sitting on 
the side of the foutain drinking a Slurpie. 

Webb throws a penny into the foutain and sits next to her.

WEBB
Hey, I’m new out here and I’m kinda 
having a hard time making friends. 
I was wondering if maybe I could 
get your number, and we could talk 
some time?

The girl is hesitant.

GIRL AT FOUTAIN
Well...okay. Let me give it to ya. 

WEBB
Great. This is great.

GIRL AT FOUTAIN
555-4334.
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Webb types it in his phone.

WEBB
Thanks....

The girl shakes her head and goes back to her Slurpie.

Her phone makes a noise BLEEP, BLEEP. She checks it. She has 
a text from Webb.

WEBB
(text message)

This is great right? LOL. 

The girl looks over at Webb. He smiles.

BLEEP, BLEEP. The girl checks her phone.

WEBB
(text message)

OMG. The Mall is so much fun. 

The girl just looks at her phone unsure what to do.

BLEEP, BLEEP. She reluctantly looks at her phone again.

WEBB
(text message)

LMAO, the people at the mall are so 
weird. I’m so glad you want to be 
my BFF. 

The girl smirks and gets up. BLEEP, BLEEP.

WEBB
(text message)

BTW, WYDL? U mind signing a 
contract saying your my BFF?

The girl looks at Webb and takes off. BLEEP, BLEEP. She looks 
at the phone as she scurries away.

WEBB
(text message)

OMG. Where you going? You can sign 
it later if you want BFF. TTYL!

The girl goes running. As she goes running you can hear her 
phone repeatedly beeping. Webb gets up and runs after her as 
he keeps typing.
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INT. MALL BOOK STORE

Schlo-Mo stands in the magazine section holding up a 
Penthouse magazine spread. Next to him is an older man 
looking at a hunting magazine.

SCHLO-MO
You like hunting, huh?

The old man shakes his head yes.

SCHLO-MO
I like hunting beaver if you know 
what I mean.

OLD MAN
You beaver hunt around here?

SCHLO-MO
(amazed)

A man of your age has never went 
beaver hunting around here?

OLD MAN
No...Is it any good?

SCHLO-MO
Are you serious? Serious?

OLD MAN
You sure do like hunting beaver. Is 
it a challenge?

SCHLO-MO
When I hit one. I’m like bam! Pow! 
Bang! And they’re like screaming 
and stuff!

The old man looks amazed.

SCHLO-MO
I hate to ask you this. But would 
you mind signing a piece of paper 
saying that we’re friends?

OLD MAN
I don’t see why not.

SCHLO-MO
Great. Here ya go.

Hands him the contract and a pen.
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SCHLO-MO
Right there.

The old man struggles to look it over. Schlo-Mo bends over 
letting him use his back.

The old man goes to sign.

OLD MAN
So when we gonna go get some 
beavers together?

SCHLO-MO
I’m up for nailing some pussy any 
day old man.

The old man stops doing what he’s doing and gives him the 
contract back.

OLD MAN
You should be ashamed of yourself.

SCHLO-MO
You couldn’t have really thought I 
was talking about real beavers that 
whole time, could you have?

The old man shakes his head and leaves.

INT. MALL APPLE STORE - MOMENTS LATER

Webb is walking through the Apple store switching all the 
computer screens to his profile of ‘Friends for Real’. One of 
the employees is following him around and watching him. 

A forty year old couple sits down at one of the computers 
next to Webb.

WEBB
(pointing)

That’s me...right there.

The couple shakes there heads ignoring him.

WEBB
You should read through my profile. 
I’d be a great friend for you guys.

Webb wheels over to them and grabs the mouse.

WEBB
You mind?
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He starts to scroll through his profile. There’s pictures of 
him on TV shows, videos of him doing commercials and 
interviews, and magazine articles.

WEBB
See, I’m famous.

MALE
I don’t know who you are.

FEMALE
Me neither.

WEBB
Sure you do...Look, there’s me on 
Letterman, The Daily Show, The 
Soup. They’re not doctored I swear. 
That’s really me. I’m somebody 
you’d want to be friends with. 
Friends for Real.

Webb slides a contract in front of them.

MALE
I’m going to have to ask you to 
move back over to your computer.

WEBB
Just watch this interview on Late 
Night. I’m hilarious.

Webb starts to move the mouse. The guy grabs the mouse. The 
two wrestle over it for a minute, until the guy wins.

WEBB
That’s cool. You’re missing out. 
Your loss man.

Webb wheels over to his computer.

The couple goes back to their computer and start browsing 
applications and such.

On their screen pops up a video of Webb on the Late Night 
Show.

The couple looks perplexed as they start to watch the 
interview.

Webb wheels over.
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WEBB
It’s interesting isn’t it? I told 
ya. I’m famous. You sure you don’t 
wanta be my friend?

MALE
If you don’t leave us alone I’m 
going to punch you in the friggn’ 
head!

WEBB
Whoa mister! Maybe I don’t want to 
be your friend.

Web gets up and sits next to two other girls.

The Apple employee walks over to him.

APPLE EMPLOYEE
Sir...I’m going to have to ask you 
to leave.

WEBB
Just give me a second.

Webb starts typing away on the computer.

APPLE EMPLOYEE
Sir, you really have to go now.

Webb hits one last button as he gets up. Ads he walks out, 
his interview pops up on every screen in the store and starts 
playing.

The couple quickly looks up and Webb waves in a cocky manner 
as he’s escorted out.

As he’s escorted out of the store he hears a loud roar from 
what seems to be a concert of some sort. He walks toward the 
sound.

INT. CENTER MALL ENTERTAINMENT STAGE

Charla Champagne is up on the stage with a few other hot 
chicks. They are all dressed in skimpy clothes.

The crowd is going crazy. Instead of your typical teen girls 
in the crowd, it seems to be nerdy teen boys. Thousands of 
them yelling and screaming like little girls at a boy band 
concert.

Webb and Schlo-Mo walk up as the madness ensues.
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Charla and the girls are frolicking around on stage throwing 
water balloons and squirting hoses at each other.

The young boys are salivating.

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
(sounding ditsy)

I wanta thank all of you for coming 
out to our mall tour for our brand 
new MTV show, “Fill Your Glass With 
Charla Champagne’s Bubbly Love”. 
Are you excited that we’re here in 
your mall?

The crowd goes crazy. Pimply teen boys are yelling and crying 
like their puppies just got ran over.

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
(sounding ditsy)

One of you in the crowd is going to 
get into the final twenty 
contestants to be on our new show. 
And... get a shot at dating me or 
one of my girlfriends. How do you 
feel about that?

The boys go even crazier.

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
That’s right. So...let me call some 
names to come up on stage for a 
little competition.

INT. CENTER MALL ENTERTAINMENT STAGE - LATER

A bunch of nerdy teens are up on the stage standing with 
their shirts off in a pool filled with chocolate. They’re 
basically being humiliated.  

All the girls are in bikinis standing on tall life guard 
chairs chucking footballs at them, that are covered in whip 
cream. The nerds, with no athletic predilection, are brutally 
getting pegged by the balls.

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
Come on boys. The one who catches 
the most balls will win the 
competition, and maybe one of our 
hearts.

Webb and Schlo-Mo shake their heads and sadly leave.
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INT. CENTER BENCH - LATER

Webb is standing on top of a bench doing his famous patented 
dance. He’s looking pretty hopeless and pathetic. 

People are walking by laughing, taking pictures and video 
with their phones.

WEBB
(pathetically)

Be my friend...please...be my 
friend...

Schlo-Mo walks up and shakes his head at Webb.

SCHLO-MO
You’re making a complete fool of 
yourself.

Mocking Webb, a couple of young girls come up with real 
cameras and start taking flash photos and yelling Webb’s name 
out loud.

The flashes instantly ignite Schlo-Mo. He quickly jumps up on 
stage and starts trying to out dance Webb. Crowds of people 
stop to watch the pathetic cry for attention.

A few police officers enter the crowd and pull them off the 
bench. They start to handcuff Webb. Flashes from the cameras 
are snapping.

WEBB
I’m ready for my close-up, Mr. 
DeVille.

They cuff Webb.

POLICE OFFICER #1
(with Webb)

Webb, you’re under arrest for 
stalking a female earlier today.

WEBB
I didn’t do anything.

POLICE OFFICER #1
(with Webb)

You followed her out to her car and 
texted her 347 times an hour.

Schlo-Mo starts laughing at him and almost simultaneously the 
other cop starts to handcuff him.
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POLICE OFFICER #2
(with Schlo-Mo)

Schlo-Mo, you’re under arrest for 
exposing yourself to minors.

SCHLO-MO
Tubby...no!

The officers walk the two out in cuffs as people surround 
them and take photos.

INT. POLICE OFFICE JAIL CELL - LATER

Webb and Schlo-Mo sit in their cell together.

SCHLO-MO
I can’t believe you got me 
arrested. You had to go and make 
that video outing everybody didn’t 
ya. Your an idiot.

WEBB
You didn’t have to go and do the 
same thing. Did ya? Wait...that’s 
what you do.

SCHLO-MO
Suck it.

WEBB
That’s your answer for everything.

(setting in)
How pathetic was I. I couldn’t make 
one single friend for real. Not 
one.

SCHLO-MO
(sadly)

Me either.

WEBB
I hate you.

SCHLO-MO
You too.

They both put their heads down and mope in the cell.

OFFICER (O.C.)
All right boys. Your parents are 
here. Time to go
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Webb and Schlo-Mo both give each other nasty looks as they 
leave the cell.

EXT. POLICE OFFICE

Webb’s Mom and Schlo-Mo’s dad are walking them to their cars. 
Their parents give each other a double look as they get into 
their cars. 

INT. MERCEDES BENZ

Schlo-Mo’s dad looks at his son with empathy.

SCHLO-MO’S DAD
You didn’t drop the soap did ya?

Schlo-Mo, with his head down just shakes no.

INT. MINI VAN - CONTINUOUS

WEBB’S MOM
I told you Webby. It’s a tough 
world out there.

WEBB
I don’t want to talk about it mom. 
Not now.

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb mopes around his room, sits down at the computer and 
just stares at it.

He goes over and sits in his bed, and turns on the 
television.

ON THE TELEVISION

The celebrity gossip show, Extra comes on.

EXTRA HOST
Tonight, on Extra. Two ex internet 
stars hit rock bottom.

Two mugs shots flash on the screen of Schlo-Mo and Webb.
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EXTRA HOST
These two ex internet celebrities 
had banned making friends on the 
internet, and vowed to make real 
friends.

(pause)
And we at Extra, just happened to 
have a hidden camera crew following 
these two now hardened criminals on 
their first day of making friends, 
and their first visit to jail.

The footage on the screen is from earlier at the mall. The 
clips show:

-Schlo-Mo in the pizza shop. In slow motion he lifts up his 
shirt showing the kids his nipple. The kids eyes all light up 
in confusion.

-Webb, in slow motion chasing the girl with his phone. She 
runs away horrified.

-Both of them getting handcuffed and pulled out of the mall. 

-Them getting thrown into the cop cars.

EXTRA HOST
These two ex internet celebrities 
were charged with exposing their 
self to minors, and stalking.

Their two mug shots are up on the screen.

EXTRA HOST (V.O.)
These two better think twice, 
before leaving their computers next 
time. 

EXTRA HOST
Both are presumed innocent until 
proven guilty.

BACK TO WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb sits looking at the screen saddened. He turns off the 
screen and lays in his bed.  

INT. SCLO-MO’S BEDROOM

Schlo-Mo catches the end of the Extra show as well. He looks 
saddened. 
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MONTAGE OF WEB AND SCHLO-MO MOPING AROUND

-Webb lays on his bedroom floor throwing a ball in the air. 
Throws it once, throws it twice, the third time he misses it 
and it pegs him in the eye.

-Schlo-Mo sits at a desk and opens a novel. He starts to read 
the first page of the preface, stops. He flips through how 
many pages the preface is. Rolls his eyes, turns the book 
over to the back and starts to read the summary. Quickly gets 
bored and throws the book over his shoulder.

-Webb sits on his bed looking at the set up of his room. He 
starts to move his bed, then his drawers, then his TV, then 
his computers. He sits back on his bed and looks again at his 
room, shakes his head, then moves everything in a different 
place. Sits back in his bed, then moves everything exactly 
back to where it started. He sits back on the bed and just 
shrugs his shoulders.

-Schlo-Mo is going through hundreds of porn DVD’s in a box. 
In front of him he has five piles of porn stacked in 
categories. He pulls out Midget Milf squirters and puts it 
into midget pile, then, into the Milf pile, then into the 
squirter pile. He stops and looks at the categories, then 
starts a new pile. He reaches in and pulls out interracial 
teen midgets squirters. He looks at the piles then back at 
the DVD, then back at the piles. He stops and takes a deep 
breath in frustration.

-Webb stands at his bedroom door looking around. He shakes 
his head and just walks out of his room. Webb is walking 
around his house taking things in and actually looking at 
everything for once. His mom sees him and looks at him in 
amazement.

-Schlo-Mo stares at fifty different piles of categorized 
porn. He knocks them over with his hand then runs up to his 
door and attempts to kick it open. It doesn’t budge, he falls 
on the ground. He gets up and turns the door knob and leaves. 
He leaves the front door of his house and walks down the 
sidewalk looking at the neighborhood like he’s never seen it 
before.

INT. WEBB’S LIVING ROOM - LATER

Webb and his mom are playing the old school pong game 
together. They’re laughing and having a good time. The game 
ends.
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WEBB’S MOM
Do you remember when we used to 
play this game when you were 
little?

WEBB
I use to beg you to keep playing. 

WEBB’S MOM
I think you would have stayed up 
all night trying to beat me If I 
let ya. 

WEBB
(smiling)

You wanta play again?

Webb’s mom sees that fire back in his eyes again. She’s 
smiles.

WEBB’S MOM
You know I’m still the reigning 
champ.

WEBB
We’ll see.

They start playing. DING DONG, the door bell rings. Webb’s 
mom gets up.

WEBB’S MOM
I’ll get it.

She walks out of the room.

Webb’s mom walks back in the room, with a soaking wet Schlo-
Mo standing next to her.

SCHLO-MO
(to Webb)

Can I talk to you?

Webb kind of half laughs at him.

WEBB
All right. Maybe we should go 
outside. Because...you’re all wet, 
for some...reason.

They leave.
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EXT. WEBB’S FRONT YARD

The two stand looking at each other with a new fire in their 
eyes.

SCHLO-MO
Look man. I’m just going to lay it 
out there. 

(pause)
All these years me and you have 
been fighting each other over all 
these millions of virtual friends. 
And when it’s all said and done. I 
don’t know any of em’. I can’t say 
a single one the of them is 
actually my friend. Not a one. But, 
I think...you might be my real 
friend.

Schlo-Mo looks embarrassed as he impatiently waits for some 
kind of response.

WEBB
I don’t know what to say...

(long pause)
If this is how you treat your 
friends, I definitely don’t wanta 
be your enemy.

Schlo-Mo looks confused until he’s sees Webb’s inviting 
smile.

Schlo-Mo throws his arms up looking for a hug. Webb pulls 
back.

WEBB
I’m not hugging you dude...

Schlo-Mo slowly goes farther with the hug.

WEBB
I’m not hugging you!

Schlo-Mo throws his arm around Webb.

WEBB
Okay...I guess I’m hugging you.

Schlo-Mo continues to hug him. Webb is definitely getting 
wet.

WEBB
How did you get so wet?
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SCHLO-MO
I got into a water balloon fight 
with some wicked ten year old kids 
on my way over.

WEBB
(shaking his head)

Why even ask...

Webb finally breaks away from him.

WEBB
You ready for some old fashioned  
ass kicking revenge?

SCHLO-MO
Hell...yeah...With your ability to 
come up with inventive ideas, and 
my ability to copy them and make 
them infinitely better. We can’t be 
stopped.

Schlo-Mo holds up a high five. Webb stops and thinks for a 
second, then shrugs his shoulders and high fives him.

MONTAGE OF THE GUYS PREPARING FOR THEIR REVENGE, A TRIBUTE TO 
BAD EIGHTIES MOVIE MONTAGES COMPLETE WITH BAD MUSIC.

-Both guys are sitting at Webb’s computer. In slow motion 
they both tie a computer mouse around their heads like 
bandannas. Slap down ergonomic wrist rests in front of their 
keyboards. Apply a magnifying glass screen on the front of 
their existing screens. Stretch their forearms out. 

Then intensely start surfing the web looking at hit-man, spy, 
and ninjas sites.

-Schlo-Mo is in front of a drawing board precisely drawing 
some type of mastermind plan. He pulls away from the board 
showing Webb the plan. It’s reminiscent of a Wile E. Coyote 
plan. A big acme computer hanging over a seat with a trip 
rope on the seat, and arrows pointing to the seat. Webb 
shakes his head at the drawing as Schlo-Mo glows at his 
masterpiece.

-Webb and Schlo-Mo are in the garage. Webb, takes an old 
computer monitor, and like a shot put tosses it across the 
room. In slow motion it soars and the two watch in 
anticipation. 

It nails a picture of Charla Champagne that is taped on the 
cement wall. They high five. 
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Schlo-Mo points to the other picture on the wall of Agent 
Balstein. He picks up another monitor and throws it. This 
time it goes nowhere near the picture and hits Webb’s mom’s 
bike.  It completely bends the wheel. Schlo-Mo cringes as 
Webb shakes his head.

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM - LATER

Schlo-Mo and Webb patiently wait watching the computer 
monitor.

SCHLO-MO
What’s taking so long? It should 
have happened two hours ago.

WEBB
Maybe something happened.

Video on the monitor comes up. It’s Charla Champagne looking 
directly in the camera.

Webb and Schlo-Mo high five each other missing each others 
hands and slapping each other in the face.

They both grab their faces in pain.

INT. CHARLA CHAMPAGNE’S PLACE

Charla is setting up her number one UrSpace trophy/alarm 
clock. She’s positioning it right behind her computer set up. 

After she does that, she starts to adjust her boobs. She does 
it over and over, lifting each one up, then letting it fall 
to see how firm they are.

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb and Schlo-Mo are glued to the screen watching the boob 
juggling act on the screen.

SCHLO-MO
This is totally worth it even if we 
don’t get any dirt on her.

On the monitor Charla goes to the computer and types in her 
password, then hits enter. 

WEBB
Score...

Schlo-Mo types away for a few seconds. 
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SCHLO-MO
Boyyah! We’re in the network.

On the other monitor pops up another video feed. It’s Agent 
Balstein’s office. We see him sitting at his desk directing 
his assistants on the positioning of his new award.

INT. AGENT BALSTEIN’S OFFICE

Balstein is intensely looking at his monitor, which show’s a 
video of him on the screen, and his award positioned behind 
him.

His two assistants are behind him positioning the #1 Agent 
award/alarm clock to his liking.

AGENT BALSTEIN
To the left, little more. No...to 
the right. 

(frustrated)
Do you two shit-for-brains know the 
difference between left and right?

BALSTEIN’S SECRETARY
Wait, your left or our left?

AGENT BALSTEIN
What do we have different lefts? 
For Christ sakes. My left is the 
only left that counts you idiot.

BALSTEIN’S SECRETARY’S ASSISTANT
So our right then?

Balstein just shakes his head.

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb and Schlo-Mo are both eating Doritos and drinking Sunny 
D as they watch both monitors.

SCHLO-MO
We just gotta wait for them to do 
something incriminating.

WEBB
How long is that gonna take?

SCHLO-MO
Who knows.
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MONTAGE OF WEBB AND SCHLO-MO KILLING TIME

-Dressed up in foam armor suits with foam swords and shields 
they beat the crap out of each other.

-Observing the screens they watch Balstein picking his nose 
and Charla still adjusting her boobs.

-Like little kids they play with Lord of the Ring action 
figures. The action figures are violently smashing into each 
other. 

-Out of breath and sweaty they sit in their foam armor gear 
gulping Sunny D.

-Both are passed out in their computer chairs in front of the 
monitors.

-They role play with their, “Lord of The Rings” action 
figures. Schlo-Mo has Bilbo and Webb has Frodo.

SCHLO-MO
(with the action figure)

Mr. Frodo, did I ever tell you that 
“The Ring”, isn’t the kind you wear 
on your finger? 

WEBB
(with action figure)

What kind of ring is it?

SCHLO-MO
(with action figure)

One you use down below. You know 
I’ve always had a thing for you Mr. 
Frodo.

WEBB
(with action figure)

To be truthful Bilbo. I’m not into 
Hobbits from the Shire. I’m into 
dirty Elves from the grove...Now 
let’s stare at each other for ten 
minutes to make sure the audience 
knows this is an emotional arc.

Both action figures just stand there looking at each other.

SCHLO-MO
(with the action figure)

It’s because of my weight isn’t it? 
I’m on the Jenny Craig. I can 
change. Did you see how thin I was 
in that movie “Rudy”?
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 INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

There watching Charla on their monitor. She’s getting ready 
for a show. A chick knocks into the alarm clock/trophy, 
pointing it into a completely different direction.

By the look on Webb and Schlo-Mo’s faces, they’ve discovered 
something big.

WEBB
It’s so on.

SCHLO-MO
Like popcorn...

WEBB
With the butter.

INT. JIMMY KIMMEL SHOW

JIMMY KIMMEL
So...in other news. We just got a 
tape from some old guests of ours. 
Check it out.

Video on the screen plays. 

Webb and Schlo-Mo are sitting at their computer chairs.

WEBB
We found out a little bit of 
information that you the fans might 
find interesting about our little 
Charla Champagne.

SCHLO-MO
Real interesting...

On the screen plays video: It’s Charla, in a meeting with 
about 30 crew members; directors, producers, camera crew, 
writers, hair and make-up, the whole nine yards. She’s 
getting her hair and make up done as the producers and 
directors argue about the show.

PRODUCER
The kids at home don’t want to see 
just midgets for two minutes. They 
want see tits and ass. Let’s not 
kid ourselves folks...
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DIRECTOR
So, a minute and a half of just 
midgets on pogo sticks, then back 
to the girls on pogo sticks?

Everyone shakes their heads agreeing.

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
(speaking very 
intelligently)

I read a study in Social Influence 
Journal 13 of 2007. It said the 
affects that breast have on teenage 
boys in comparison to other types 
of stigma is incomparable. So... I 
say one minute of midgets.

Cuts back to Schlo-Mo and Webb.

SCHLO-MO
So as you can see. Charla Champagne 
is completely fake. All of a sudden 
she’s intelligent. She’s simply an 
invention of some corporate 
conglomerate. She’s just a face and 
a real nice pair of boobs.

WEBB
We were real. We wrote and did 
everything on our own. We didn’t 
have writers,camera guys, and 
producers. It wasn’t about the 
money. It was all about the fans.

SCHLO-MO
World...don’t you feel... 
mislead...cheated...used...Don’t 
ya?

WEBB
Ban this hussy and go back to your 
roots. We’re gonna combine our 
forces and give you the most 
innovative shows on the net. We 
promise...

They both shake their heads agreeing.

Back to Kimmel’s Show.

JIMMY KIMMEL
What these two Bone-heads forgot to 
realize was. Nobody cares... 
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All we really wanta see is hot 
chicks on pogo sticks bouncing 
around. Not two nerds talking about 
video games. And that’s all there 
is to it.

(pause)
Once again guys. Your twenty 
minutes of fame is over. Sorry 
guys.

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

Webb and Schlo-Mo are wearing party hats and the room is 
decorated for a celebration. A banner behind them says, “Down 
with the Whore!”. They both sit looking pretty somber with 
noise makers in their hands. Schlo-Mo has a blow out in his 
mouth. He blows it out with no enthusiasm.

WEBB
Looks like were going to have to go 
to plan two. Webb and Schlo-Mo 
Strikes Back...

SCHLO-MO
Shouldn’t it be Webb and Schlo-Mo 
II, Attack of the UrSpacer’s?

WEBB
No one really counts the last three 
Star Wars...

Schlo-Mo shrugs his shoulders in agreement.

SCHLO-MO
You sure you’re ready for this?

Schlo-Mo holds his fist out awaiting a pound. Webb gives him 
a pound.

WEBB
I’m ready.

SCHLO-MO
Do we even have a plan II?

WEBB
I don’t think so...

They both sit thinking if they had a plan two. Webb goes to 
talk, but stops, Schlo-Mo does the same.
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SCHLO-MO
I didn’t want to do this, but I 
think we’re going to need the 
services of someone I know.

WEBB
We’ll think of something.

SCHLO-MO
This ones to big for us. There’s a 
guy. 

(pause)
The Blerd...He can help. He’s a 
friggn’ genius.

WEBB
Is that his real name?

SCHLO-MO
You’ll see.

EXT. IN THE HOOD - LATER

Webb’s mom drops them off in the hood. People are out in the 
streets hanging and hustling.  

WEBB’S MOM
(looking around)

Maybe...you should get your dad to 
pick you guys up Schlo-Mo.

WEBB
Are we lost?

Schlo-Mo points to a house with some hoods guarding the door.

SCHLO-MO
The Blerd’s in there.

They walk up to the door.

SCHLO-MO
Tell the Blerd Schlo-Mo’s here to 
see him. He knows I’m coming.

One of the hoods leaves.

HOOD #2
I don’t like white boys in my 
neighborhood.

SCHLO-MO
It’s cool... I’m Jewish.
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The hood gives him a look. The other guy comes back and waves 
them in.

INT. THE BLERDS ROOM

Webb and Schlo-Mo open the door. It’s a nerds heaven. 
Hundreds of top-of-the-line computers and computer screens 
covering the room head to toe.

Someone is sitting in the middle of the room in a high back 
desk chair. The chair spins around revealing.

The nerdiest black guy you could ever imagine. Think of Urkel 
times three.

SCHLO-MO
Blerd...

BLERD
Schlo-Mo...

SCHLO-MO
The Blerd is responsible for half 
the shit that goes on in the world.  
The Family Guy Coming back on the 
air, downloadable porn, and the 
iphone.

WEBB
(impressed)

The iphone?

The Blerd proudly shakes his head.

BLERD
Now, what can I do for you boys?

SCHLO-MO
We need a plan. A plan of sweet 
revenge.

WEBB
I get it... You’re a black nerd. 
That’s why they call you the Blerd. 

BLERD
Is he for real?

Schlo-Mo shakes his head.
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WEBB
(still laughing)

He’s black, and he’s a nerd. A 
blerd.

Proudly laughing at his discovery.

BLERD
I’m a busy man boys.

SCHLO-MO
Please lend us some of your 
expertise and skills that only the 
legendary Blerd can supply. Please, 
I’m begging you.

WEBB
(laughing)

Blerd...

They both look at Webb and shake their heads.

INT. SCHLO-MO’S BEDROOM

Webb and Schlo-Mo sit in the room looking sad.

WEBB
I don’t know man...I don’t think I 
can go ahead with this. I don’t 
care what the Blerd says. There’s 
gotta be a better way.

SCHLO-MO
What else are we going to do? This 
is it. There’s no other options. 
It’s either this, or we go out like 
punks. And I’m no punk, and either 
are you.

WEBB
Once we do this. It’s over...

SCHLO-MO
Yup...

They both sulk in their decision.

FADE TO BLACK.

CNN NEWS SHOW

“Breaking News”, text goes across the screen.
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ANCHOR
In breaking news tonight. Two 
former internet celebrities that go 
by the names Webb, and Schlo-Mo. At 
8:00 PM, committed a live double 
suicide. At 7:45 PM the two sent 
out a message to their combined 40 
million friends stating what they 
had planned on doing. An estimated 
10 million viewers were said to 
have watched the double suicide 
live.

(pause)
We’re going to their agent Dick 
Balstien for a comment on the 
devastating event.

Cuts to Balstein.

AGENT BALSTEIN
I’m still having a hard time 
dealing with the horrific thing 
that transpired today. I’ve been 
with these two guys since they were 
eleven years old. It just seems 
that they hit a bad patch. And, I 
tried to be there for them, but 
from my understanding. They got 
pretty heavy into drugs. And I just 
couldn’t break through that fog 
they call addiction.

ANCHOR
There was a rumor that you dumped 
both of them for your current 
client, Charla Champagne.

AGENT BALSTEIN
That’s a blatant fabrication. I 
loved both those boys like they 
were my sons.

(looks off screen)
I do just happened to have the 
beautiful Charla Champagne with me. 
She would like to comment as well.

Charla dressed in a bikini bounces on the screen.

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
(sounding ditsy)

I just wanted to say that it was a 
horrible day for UrSpace, and all 
of our fans across the world. 
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Webb and Schlo-Mo paved the way for 
me and others in the industry. And 
I’m thankful for that. Be sure to 
tune into my bikini and oil party 
tribute to those two internet 
pioneers at 11:00 PM tonight.

MONTAGE OF NEWS AND INTERNET ARTICLES ON THE INCIDENT

-News Article Captions: “Media Causes Two Celebrities to End 
it Live.”

-News Article Captions: “Failing Internet Celebrity Causes 
Two To Go To Drastic Measures.”

-News Article Captions: “First Live Internet Suicide By Two 
Celebrities.”

EXT. CEMETARY - FEW DAYS LATER

Webb’s Mom and Schlo-Mo’s Dad stand over two caskets at the 
cemetary. Surprisingly, thousands of people and fans are 
attending the funeral. Some have signs that say, “We love you 
Webb”, “You were my hero Schlo-Mo”, “Miss you guys”, “Can I 
get one more dance”. 

It’s a sad day as thousands of people drop flowers, letters, 
pictures, and other sentiments on top of the caskets.

FADE TO BLACK.

EXT. BEACH SIDE ISLAND - TWO WEEKS LATER

Webb and Schlo-Mo sit in lounge chairs on the beach drinking 
cocktails with big straws.

WEBB (V.O.)
It was the perfect plan. Schlo-Mo 
and I took a play from the greats. 
Go out with a bang. Literally...

FLASHBACK - TWO WEEKS EARLIER

Webb holds a gun up to Schlo-Mo’s head. He pulls the trigger 
and the back of Schlo-Mo’s head blows out. Schlo-Mo falls off 
the screen. 

Webb looks down at him laying on the ground. Schlo-Mo pops up 
laughing. 
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The two are dying laughing as Webb checks out the back of his 
head. There’s a big hole in it. He gives him the thumbs up.

WEBB (V.O.)
First...we became versed in special 
effects make-up. Which wasn’t as 
easy as we had thought. But it was 
a lot of fun. 

Showing Webb load the gun up with bullets labeled blanks.

WEBB (V.O.)
We used a standard 35mm gun with of 
course, blank bullets. 

Webb applies a pack to the back off Schlo-Mo’s head.

WEBB (V.O.)
Next was the flash pack. This would 
give the appearance of the back of 
the head blowing out, and supply 
the proper way for the blood to 
splatter.

Webb and Schlo-Mo watching CSI on the TV, and referring to 
crime scene and investigation books.

WEBB (V.O.)
We watched a lot of that crappy 
show CSI, and read some credible 
books to make sure our blood 
splatter patterns were consistent 
with that type of gun shot.

Showing the flash pack going down Schlo-Mo shirt to a device 
that Webb is holding.

WEBB
(counting)

One, two...three...

He hits the device in his hand too early, and the back of 
Schlo-Mo’s head explodes, then the gun shoots. The timing was 
way off.

WEBB (V.O.)
It took awhile to get the timing 
down.

He hits the device and fires the gun at the right time.

WEBB (V.O.)
Once we finally got it down. The 
rest was cake.
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Webb and Schlo-Mo are in a video editing program putting a 
digital bullet in frame by frame.

WEBB (V.O.)
Next, we had to digitally put in 
the bullets flying through the air. 
This was especially important, 
because anybody that knows anything 
about internet nerds. These guys 
will go to great levels to disprove 
something.

VIDEO PLAYS

Webb and Schlo-Mo are both looking at the camera.

WEBB
To all of our fans. We thank you 
for your support over the years. 
It’s apparent you no longer love 
us.

SCHLO-MO
So...our time is over. Thanks...

They both hold up guns to each others heads, pull the 
triggers, both their heads splatter and they fall off the 
screen. The only thing that can be seen on the screen are 
three signs, Pokerjoker.com, Pornpimps.com, and 
Sellurcrap.com covered in blood. The video stays on the signs 
for a few seconds, stops, then goes to fuzz.

WEBB (V.O.)
The final step was finding 
sponsors. We got three big internet 
based sponsors on board. All three 
agreed to two cents a view of the 
video. 

Pokerjoker.com, Pornpimps.com, and Sellurcrap.com sign’s are 
covered in blood. A bloody Webb and Schlo-Mo stand up in 
front of them.

On the computer they look at the footage they just shot, 
watching the timing and the blood splatter. They drag the 
footage into the video editing software and put the bullet 
in. 

In slow motion they watch the footage completely edited.

They look at each other and high five.
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WEBB (V.O.)
We made sure everything was on 
point and believable. There could 
be absolutely no mistakes or flaws 
that could get back to us later. It 
had to be perfect...

INT. WEBB’S BEDROOM

A bloody Webb and Schlo-Mo are in their room talking to a 
doctor in a medical jacket. He signs and hands over two death 
certificates, Webb and Schlo-Mo give him a stack of money. 

Schlo-Mo hands the death certificates to a man in a suit, the 
medical examiner. 

The medical examiner has the guys lay on the ground. He snaps 
some photos. Then checks off a box on the paper that says, 
cause of death, “Suicide”. They give him a stack of money. 

They all shake each others hands.

WEBB (V.O.)
Next we got a doctor who was 
willing to sign a death 
certificate, and a medical examiner 
who was willing to sign that the 
cause of death was suicide, with no 
signs of foul play.

(pause)
And all it took was a shit load of 
cash.

INT. FUNERAL HOME AND CREMATORY

Webb and Schlo-Mo meet with the crematory guy. They hand him 
the two death certificates, two papers confirming no foul 
play, he makes photo copies of them. In return, the Funeral 
director gives them two Urns. They hand him a wad of cash. 
Shake hands and head on their way.

WEBB (V.O.)
Then you find a crematory who is 
willing to give you someone else’s 
ashes and cremate your bodies 
before any one gets a chance to 
examine them.
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INT. AIRPORT - CONTINUOUS

Webb and Schlo-Mo dressed in disguises strut down the airport 
lobby.

Show their fake passports.

Enter the plane.

At their seats. Schlo-Mo pulls out his laptop and hits the 
send button.

WEBB (V.O.)
With everything in order, we 
boarded our get away plane using 
fake passports. Right before we 
took off. We launched the video at 
exactly 7:45 PM.

The plane takes off. Webb and Schlo-Mo have smirks on their 
faces.

VIDEO GOES VIRAL

Shots of people all around the world watching the video, and 
sending it to all there friends. Then them watching it, then 
sending it to all their friends. And this happening over and 
over, and over.

WEBB (V.O.)
Two cents a view didn’t seem like 
much. But, with in the first hour 
of the video being released, we had 
over 100 million views. At a total 
of six cents a view. You do the 
math. In two weeks we were close to 
800 million views and climbing. 
That’s 4.8 Million if your math 
skills are lacking. Not too shabby, 
huh?

EXT. WEBB’S HOUSE

Police cars pull up to the house.

Police are at the front door talking to a crying Webb’s mom.

WEBB’S MOM
They already took them. 

POLICE OFFICER#3
Excuse me?
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WEBB’S MOM
They were here a few hours ago. 
They took them to the funeral home 
already.

She breaks into hysterics and hands them business cards of 
the funeral director, the medical examiner, and the doctor.

The cops look over everything and start making calls. The 
funeral director, the medical examiner, and the doctor all 
point to their documents that say time of death, 4 PM, as 
they talk to the police and detectives on the phone.

Pictures of the bodies are given to the cops and detectives. 
They examine them and confirm that nothing was wrong.

WEBB (V.O.)
It was a matter of making everyone 
think we actually killed ourselves 
hours earlier, then released the 
video four hours later at 7:45. My 
Mom just said that she waited until 
the coroner had taken us away to 
alert the cops. And she only did 
that so the media wouldn’t have a 
field day with it. She claimed she 
never knew anything about the live 
suicide.
Fortunately, if all the paper work 
is in line, and there doesn’t seem 
to be any foul play. You don’t get 
much of an investigation. And by 
the time the suspicion has risen. 
All the evidence was disposed of, 
and the right people were paid off.

EXT. BEACH SIDE ISLAND

Schlo-Mo is sipping on his cocktail and typing away on his 
laptop. He stops.

SCHLO-MO
It’s all done. 

WEBB
Let’s send it.

Schlo-Mo holds his finger over the return button. Then he 
smacks the button and smiles.

Webb smiles back.
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On millions of teens computers screens living in different 
countries all over the world pops up, Text and Voice Over 
saying, “Charla Champagne Just Gave You Herpes”, “Charla 
Champagne Just Gave You Herpes”, “Charla Champagne Just Gave 
You Herpes”.

Then a video clip of Charla getting her make up done plays.

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
I don’t give a shit about any of my 
fans. Not one of them... All they 
are to me is a pay check. That’s 
it. All those little geeky snot 
noses can die for all I care.

The video clip cuts to another video. 

It’s Agent Balstein paying a hooker. He gives her a few 
hundred dollar bills.

AGENT BALSTEIN
So how big is it?

The transvestite hooker grabs her/his package.

HOOKER
I’m packing eight inches of love 
for ya honey bunny. Now bend over 
and squeal like an agent.

AGENT BALSTEIN
Oh yeah....

All these millions of different kids across the world watch 
this in amazement and shock. Then all of their drives on 
their computers start to open and close, discs that were in 
them shoot out across the rooms, and the volume on the 
speakers goes all the way up as the videos play over and 
over.

WEBB (V.O.)
We sent out one the biggest viruses 
ever. It went out to all 40 million 
of Charla Champagnes friends. The 
thing about herpes is, it never 
goes way. So sporadically when 
people around the world turned on 
their computers Charla Champagne 
would give them herpes over and 
over. The best thing was, they 
couldn’t blame us. We were dead... 

(pause)
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And it was all because of the 
genius programming and mind of the 
one, and the only, the Blerd... A 
black guy, who was a nerd. Now 
that’s funny...

EXT. BEACH SIDE ISLAND - WEEKS LATER

Webb and Schlo-Mo are sitting in their beach chairs catching 
some rays.

Sitting next to them, appears to be the Blerd, and two 
supposedly dead musicians. Biggie Smalls, and Tupac. They all 
sit on the beach drinking cocktails.

WEBB (V.O.)
Blerd hooked these two rapper guys 
up with a similar plan to what he 
gave us. Not sure who they were 
though. He realized that there was 
just so much more money to be made 
after your dead.

(pause)
 We had a movie coming out, a true 
Hollywood stories show, and we even 
had a hot new music album coming 
out. It seemed like we had more 
going on now then we ever did when 
we were alive.

Webb clicks a button on his laptop. Video plays on the 
screen.

VIDEO PLAYS. EXT. ON THE CITY STREETS

A cracked out looking Charla Champagne stands on a street 
trying to pick up Johns. She tramps up to an old man in a 
creepy van.

CHARLA CHAMPAGNE
(cracked out sounding)

Yo man...it’s happy hour. Half 
price Charla Champagne for the next 
two hours. Drink it up baby...

She gets in the child molester looking van.

WEBB (V.O.)
Charla finally got what she 
deserved. After we sent out the 
digital herpes virus her franchise 
collapsed in a matter of hours. 
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Word on the streets is, she really 
does have herpes now.

VIDEO PLAYS. EXT. AGENT BALSTEIN’S HOUSE

Agent Balstein is moving out of his house. His wife is 
yelling at him and not happy at all.

WEBB (V.O.)
Balstein’s wife divorced him and 
took him for everything because of 
the overwhelming evidence of 
adultery. Supposedly, he couldn’t 
get a single client to sign under 
him after everything came out, the 
penis in that chicks pants, and the 
way he treated us.

Balstein is putting on a leather mask as a big burly guy 
dressed in leather smacks a paddle in his hand.

WEBB (V.O.)
Word is, he still works in 
entertainment field. Just not the 
same kind of field.

EXT. BEACH SIDE ISLAND

Webb and Schlo-Mo high five after seeing the two video clips.

Schlo-Mo reaches into his bag.

SCHLO-MO
I gotta show you something. I’m not 
sure how you’re going to feel about 
it.

Schlo-Mo shows him a picture.

SCHLO-MO
I found this in my dads old photos.

Webb takes a closer look.

It’s a picture of two Klingons with their arms around Webb’s 
Mom. In the background we see a banner that says 1991 
Philadelphia Trekkie Convention.

WEBB
What is this? Did you doctor this?
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SCHLO-MO
No...one of those Klingons is my 
dad. And...you might be my half 
brother. 

WEBB
What?

SCHLO-MO
Yeah...After I found the picture I 
talked to my dad, and he told me 
that him and his buddy did sleep 
with your mom that night. So, when 
you were sleeping I plucked one of 
your eye lashes out for a paternity 
test.

Webb grabs his eye in pain.

WEBB
Why would you take it from my eye 
lash?

SCHLO-MO
I don’t know...But, I got the 
results right here.

He takes out an unopened letter.

SCHLO-MO
You want to open it?

Webb shakes his head no.

WEBB
Let the Blerd open it.

Schlo-Mo agrees and hands the letter to the Blerd.

He opens the envelope, and takes a big pause before reading 
it.

BLERD
Webb and Schlo-Mo, 
you...are...not...ever not going to 
be half brothers again.

The two light up and hug.

WEBB
I don’t know what to say...
So...am I’m half Jewish?
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SCHLO-MO
You’re in the entertainment 
business, was there ever any doubt?

Webb walks away. He turns and smiles.

WEBB
I never had a brother before...

SCHLO-MO
One other thing I just found 
out...Our parents are kinda dating 
now as well.

He takes out a picture of the two holding hands sitting at 
two computers next to each other.

Webb takes it in, walks back over and puts his arm around 
Schlo-Mo.

WEBB
You wanta go jet skiing brother?

SCHLO-MO
You bet brother.

They run off towards the ocean, two hot chicks in bikinis 
follow them and they jump onto Wave runners. They all ride 
off into the beautiful ocean sunset laughing.

WEBB (V.O.)
As far as me and Schlo-Mo go. We 
finally got we wanted, well...what 
everybody wants. We got friends for 
real, or as my brother would say... 
real friends.

CREDITS ROLL

INT. MTV MUSIC VIDEO SHOW, TRL

HOST
Hitting the number one spot on our 
count down for the fourth straight 
week. Rising from the dead, The 
Internet Geeks, with “Real 
Friends”.

Webb, Schlo-Mo and the Blerd are dressed in ridiculous 
clothes that are a mixture of really bad boy band clothes and 
nerdy Urkel like clothing. The video is them on the beach 
singing to the camera with hot chicks behind them in bikinis. 
The video is super cheesy on purpose.
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WEBB AND SCHLO-MO
(singing boy band like)

When you’re looking for something 
that is real. Don’t look for a 
virtual fix. What you gotta find...

(chorus line)
Is real friends, that friends for 
real...That’s friends for real...
Not a friend on a chat room floor, 
or a UrSpace tour. You gotta find 
real friends...that’s friends for 
real...That’s friends for Real...

THE END.
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